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Silicon-germanium heterostructures are promising materials used in electronic 
devices to replace the commonly used silicon in semiconductor industry. In this 
work several molecular processes involving in silicon and silicon-germanium 
epitaxial growth on Si(100) and Si1-xGex(100) surface are investigated at atomic 
level using first principle density functional theory(DFT) calculations and 
statistical mechanism based simulations.  
 
In the first chapter, hydrogen desorption mechanisms from silicon-germanium 
surface are studied. DFT calculations with both cluster and periodic slab models 
are performed to calculate desorption barriers and other interaction energies. A 
mean-field approximation is then used to simulate the temperature programmed 
desorption(TPD) spectroscopy. Desorption through both intradimer and interdimer 
pathways are considered. We find a number of significant results. First, slab and 
cluster calculations do not appear to predict consistent differences in desorption 
barriers between intradimer and interdimer channels. Second, we find that a 
germanium atom affects the desorption barrier significantly only if it is present at 
the adsite. Germanium atom adjacent to an adsite or in the second layer influences 
the desorption barrier negligibly. Thirdly current analysis of thermal desorption 
spectra in the literature, although yielding good fits to experimental data, are not 
rigorous. Fourthly, our results highlight the importance of treating the 
rearrangement of hydrogen and germanium atoms at the surface during the 
thermal desorption process. This is generally not taken into account in kinetics 
modeling of desorption spectra. 
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In chapter two, energetics of the germanium and hydrogen on vicinal Si(100) 
surfaces are investigated using DFT slab calculations. We consider all four 
possible step types including the previously ignored DA step. When germanium 
presents on the surface, the energetics of hydrogen on vicinal surface are found to 
be significantly changed. The energetic preference of step sites is much reduced or 
even eliminated in contrast to the energetics on the pure silicon steps. We also 
investigate the surface germanium distribution on the stepped surfaces. 
Germanium is found to prefer the rebonded step rather than the terrace dimers 
when surface is clean. While if the surface is covered by hydrogen atoms the 
energy preference disappears. In summary, surface germanium and hydrogen 
adsorbed interacts mutually and the growth of SiGe film will be significantly 
different from pure Si when step flow growth mode applies. 
  
In the last chapter, the reaction paths of silane and germane adsorption on 
Si1-xGex(100) surface are traced using DFT cluster calculations. Adsorption 
barriers of both intradimer and interdimer path are calculated. For the first time 
precursor states are found for the intradimer pathways. In addition contour plot of 
the HOMOs of the transition state indicates that interactions between centered 
atoms of the adsorbing molecules and the buckle-up surface atoms exist especially 
when germanium is involved in the reaction. Finally, similar to H2 desorption we 
find that slab and cluster calculation give inconsistent adsorption barrier 
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1. Introduction  
1.1. Silicon and germanium in semiconductor  
1.1.1. Silicon and silicon-germanium devices  
Silicon, the second richest element existing in common stone, has attracted 
unusual attention from both scientists and commercialists for over decades since 
its applications as basic materials in semiconductor devices are found. Nowadays 
the silicon based semiconductor industry has developed into a 100 billion dollars 
industry and the silicon surface becomes one of the most popular and the most 
thoroughly studied surfaces, not only for it is important in semiconductor industry 
but also for it provides a “simple” model to study the surface reactions.  
 
Silicon is a good semiconductor whereas its dioxide is a stable insulator. This 
fortunate coincidence makes silicon and the silicon dioxide deposited on silicon 
surface the leading actors in modern Complementary 
Mental-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) technology. MOSFET(Metal-Oxide- 
Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor) as shown in Fig 1 is by far the most 
common silicon based CMOS device which dominates in central processor 
unit(CPU), integrate circuit chips, analog system and memory cells such as the 
RAM (Random Access Memories) and ROM (Read Only Memories). The 
working principle of a MOSFET is like this: depending on the potential of the gate 
electric current either flows or does not flow between the source and the drain 
which corresponding represent 0 and 1 for the binary(logial) system. The normally 
used material in MOSFET is n-type or p-type doped silicon. In an nMOSFET, the 
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source and drain are 'N+' regions and the body is a 'P' region.  In a pMOSFET, 
the source and drain are 'P+' regions and the body is a 'N' region.  
  
Figure 1.1 The scheme of the cross-section lateral MOSFET. 
 
With the development of semiconductor technology, the size of silicon devices 
shrinks from microscale to the nano-scale. MOSFETs will soon scale down to a 
threshold that electron tunneling will become pronounced. Electron tunneling is so 
far an unconquerable obstruction considering the acceptable cost to produce faster 
and reliable chips. Thus alternative materials are searched to overcome this 
difficulty. Recently, heterobipolar transistors(HBT) with silicon-germanium as the 
carrier between source and drain(Fig. 1) have been investigated due to the higher 
transfer rate of germanium with respect to silicon.  
 
Germanium is also a group IV semiconductor with structural and electronic 
properties very similar to silicon. However, germanium has a smaller band gap 
and hence has higher electron/hole mobility and faster switching rate than silicon 
materials. This prosperity makes it a promising material for ultrahigh speed 
semiconductor devices to replace conventional silicon. In addition 
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silicon-germanium technology also allows substantial transistor performance 
improvements to be achieved while using fabrication techniques compatible with 
standard high-volume silicon-based manufacturing processes. By introducing 
germanium into silicon wafers at the atomic scale, engineers can boost 
performance while retaining the many advantages of silicon. 
 
In 2006, IBM-Georgia Tech team reported that they have successfully built an 
ultra high speed bipolar transistor based on silicon-germanium heterojunctions 
which is able to be operated at the frequency up to 500 GHz. Although it is still a 
bit far away from building this transistor on a real processor chip since the speed 
is achieved at extremely low temperature, it is definitely encouraging for the SiGe 
technology, implying the promising application of SiGe heterodevices in the 
future. It was estimated that there are more than fifty companies worldwide are 
working with SiGe in connection with integrated circuit design, fabrication, or 
technology development and manufacturing.[4]  
 
1.1.2. Thin film growth technology: CVD and MBE  
In semiconductor industry silicon devices are produced by fabrication. The current 
silicon fabricating process involves hundreds of step. The typical fabrication steps 
include crystal preparation, wafer preparation, thin film generation, lithography, 
chemical etching, oxidation, impurity doping, and metallization, etc. 
 
Silicon thin film is generated by epitaxial growth in which the deposited film 
takes on a lattice structure and orientation identical to those of the substrate. One 
of the best growth modes to obtain high quality, low kink surface morphology is 
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the step-flow growth induced by Schwoebel barrier. Chemical vapor 
deposition(CVD) and molecular beam epitaxial(MBE) growth are the two main 
popular methods used in silicon epitaxial growth. In CVD, gas silane or disilane 
flux are delivered on the wafer to produce high purity, high quality, thin silicon 
films. Hydrogen brought by the precursors will passivate the surface and keep it 
clean. When the substrate is heated, hydrogen will segregate to the surface and 
desorb to the reactant chamber, opening new active sites for further deposition. 
CVD is mostly used in product lines because it is less expensive to control the 
CVD conditions to get away from defects. Whereas CVD is applied more in 
commercial silicon manufacturing, MBE is used for research purpose. In the solid 
source molecular beam epitaxy(SSMBE) method, the substrate(or wafer) are 
exposed to pure gas-phase silicon directly. The evaporated silicon atoms do not 
interact with each other until they reach and deposit on the surface of the wafer. 
The gas source molecular beam epitaxy(GSMBE) resembles CVD with gas-phase 
silane or disilane as precursors. The difference is that MBE growth at very low 
desorption rate(0.001 to 0.3 μm/min) and in a ultra high vacuum(UHV). 
Molecular beam epitaxial growth manages to control atomic-scale film growth, 
which makes it especially suitable to study the reaction mechanism of surface 
reaction. 
 
In heterobipolar transistor(HBT), SiGe mixing layer is grown epitaxially on 
silicon substrate in base region since pure germanium bulk is not attractive in 
view of cost, mechanics and manufacturing. Fabrication of SixGe1-x is also 
performed by ultra-high-vacuum chemical vapor deposition(UHV-CVD) growth 
method. Due to the 4% lattice constant mismatch between Si and Ge, the 
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heteroepitaxial SiGe layer is unstable and more complex; hence it is more difficult 
to control comparing to the silicon homoepitaxial system. For example, Ge or 
SiGe growth on silicon substrate energetically favors 3D growth since more 
efficient surface strain relaxation can by achieved in small 3D islands than in 2D 
flat. Therefore, heteroepitaxial growth follows so called Stranski-Krastanov 
growth mode.  
 
Important processes happen during CVD or GSMBE include 
precursor(silane/germane) adsorption, hydrogen adsorption/desorption, hydrogen 
diffusion, ad-Si atom diffusion, etc. These processes are the subjects we will focus 
on in this work.   
 
1.2. Si(001) surface 
1.2.1. Structural and electronic properties of Si(001) 
Bulk silicon or germanium exhibits the diamond structure. Si(hkl) surfaces are 
obtained by truncating perfect silicon crystal along the {hkl} crystallographic 
plane. Among all ideal cleaved silicon surfaces, primitive Si(111) and Si(001) 
surface are most thoroughly studied. Although Si(111) surface is more stable, the 
microelectronic chips that revolutionize our life are built exclusively on wafer 
with (001) orientation due to the superior structural quality of SiO2/Si(001) 
interfaces in CMOS devices. Another reason that makes Si(001) surface to receive 
special attention is because the reconstruction of Si(001) surface make it a creative 
substrate for many kinds of surface reaction.  
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Si(001) surface is obtained by cleaving silicon bulk along {001} plane.  The 
truncation generated Si(001) surface is not stable since it contains two dangling 
bonds for each surface atom. The high surface energy can be reduced by surface 
atom dimerization, that is, two adjacent surface Si atoms combine together to form 
a σ-bond to reduce the number of dangling bonds to one. The dimers form 2×1 
array, being arranged in row. Dimer rows on silicon surface can be observed by 
both STM and AFM. Ab initio calculations find that the dimerization reduces the 
surface energy by ~2eV and the dimer bond length is ~2.35 Å. 
 
It has been a long time argument about the dimer conformation on Si(001), 
whether they are buckled or flat. Until recently, the STM images and 
state-of-the-art ab-initio calculations confirm that the buckling dimers are actually 
more stable. Buckling of the surface dimers is driven by atomic orbital 
rehybridization with electrons transfer from the buckling down atom to the 
buckling up atom. Consequently, the down atom shows electronphilic and the up 
atom is nucleophilic. This electron transferring makes Si(001) surface a high 
chemical reactivity substrate, for instance the sticking probability of many organic 
molecules is close to unity. With dimer buckles, Si(001) surface exhibits an 
asymmetric p(2×2) or c(4×2) structure at low temperature.(see Fig. 2) The 
dimers will flip when they get thermal energy and the surface turns to (2×1) 
structure at room temperature(RT).  Experimental and theoretical studies show 
the buckling angle is 17-19° with different methods applied.  
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Top view  Side view  
Figure 1.2 Top and side view of Si(001) surface with surface dimer buckled. 
 
The surface dimerization strains the surface anisotropcially. Surface silicon atoms 
feel stretched stress along the dimer bonds, i.e. the surface would shrink along the 
dimer bonds. As for the direction perpendicular to the dimer bonds, the stress in 
compressed, i.e. the surface would expand across the dimer bonds. The anisotropy 
of the stress tensor will be strongly reduced when subsurface is relaxed in the 
p(2×2) and c(4×2) structures. 
 
1.2.2. Surface technology: experimental and theoretical tools 
A variety of techniques have been developed for the measurement of structural, 
electronic and dynamic properties of surfaces. These techniques can be broadly 
divided into theoretical methods and experimental methods. In today’s surface 
science theoretical methods and experimental methods approve each other and 
stimulate each other at the same time, though early conclusions may seem 
contradictory sometimes. For example, in STM, experimental visual inspection 
give many hints about the actual atomic structure, but a reliable analysis requires a 
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thorough optimization of the energy of proposed reconstructions by a reliable 
theoretical method as well as calculation of their electronic structures. 
 
The invention of STM is a milestone for experimental surface science. It allows us, 
for the first time, to directly “see” the atomic surface image by measuring the 
current between the surface and the probing tiny tip. In STM the detected signal is 
related to the tunneling current flowing from the tip to the substrate or reverse 
depending on the applied voltage. STM is by far the most useful surface technique 
for the investigation of surface morphology. The other direct surface measuring 
methods is Atomic Force Microscopy(AFM) in which the surface topology is 
mapped by monitoring the attractive or repulsive force the tip feels when scanning 
across the surfaces. Therefore AFM is able to measure the surface of insulated 
materials.  
 
Besides the direct methods, there are also numerous indirect experimental tools, 
for example, the Low Energy Electron Diffraction(LEED) method uses a beam of 
electrons of a well-defined low energy (typically in the range 20-200 eV) incident 
normally on the sample to measure the positions of top layers atoms of the surface. 
Another method which can be implemented for in-situ monitoring of the epitaxial 
growth process is the Reflection High-Energy Electron Diffraction(RHEED), 
which works with high energy(between 10 and 100 keV) electrons and a grazing 
incident angle of 3-5°. Other commonly used experimental methods include 
Auger Electron Spectroscopy(AES), Surface X-Ray Diffraction(SXRD), optical 
Second Harmonic Generation(SHG) etc. 
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Recently computational methods are developing very fast because of the more and 
more powerful computers. It is interesting that, on one hand, the theoretical 
methods benefit from the powerful computers; on the other hand, they help to 
improve the quality of chips and hence increase the computation capability. Ab 
initio techniques which use first-principles of quantum mechanics are now able to 
predict reliable atomic scale surface structure with parameters independent and of 
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2 Theoretical Background 
2.1 Molecular orbital theory 
2.1.1 Schrödinger equation 
Modern quantum mechanics which have developed since 1925 are believed to be 
the fundamental rules to describe the motion of electrons and nucleus. All 
quantum mechanics start with the Schrödinger equation (Eq. 1), where Ψ is the 
wavefunction containing the properties of electron motion. The time dependent 
form of Schrödinger equation in Equation 1 can be stated as: when the energy 
operator Ĥ is applied on a wavefunction Ψ, one will get the product of the 
eigenvalue(E) and the wavefunction Ψ itself.  
( ) ( )tEtH ,,^ rr Ψ=Ψ                              (Eq. 1) 
When Equation 1 is satisfied, Ψ is the eigenfunciton and E is the eigenvalue. 
Eigenvalue E is the system energy which must be a real number and the operator 
Ĥ is called the energy operator or the Hamiltonian. Time dependent Ψ(r,t) can be 
separated as Ψ(r,t)= Ψ(r)f(t) when the operator Ĥ is independent of time. Equation 
2 is the reduced Schrödinger equation in the time independent form:   
( ) ( )rr Ψ=Ψ EH^                                (Eq. 2) 
The total energy operator, Hamiltonian, can be expanded as a combination of 
operators of kinetic energy of nuclei, kinetic energy of electrons, potential energy 
of nuclei-nuclei, potential energy of electron-electron and the potential energy of 
nuclei-electrons, respectively.(Eq. 3)  
eennneen VVVTTH
^^^^^^ ++++=                 (Eq. 3) 
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In principle, if we knew the Hamiltonian Hˆ and the wavefunction Ψ exactly, we 
could solve Schrödinger equation accurately and the exact value of the energy 
would be obtained. Unfortunately, neither of them is exactly known except for the 
simple one-electron system such as the hydrogen atom. In order to solve the 
Schrödinger equation for multi-electron system, a variety of ways to make 
approximations on both the Hamiltonian and wavefunction have been proposed in 
the past decades. 
 
2.1.2 Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
It has been well known that the nuclei are much heavier than the electrons. The 
mass of proton is 1836 times of the mass of electron, which suggests that the 
electrons will move immediately following the movement of nuclei. Based on this 
fact, Born and Oppenheimer suggested that in total energy calculations only the 
motion of electron is considered and the nuclei are fixed during the total energy 
calculations. Using to Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the kinetic energy of 
nuclei can be eliminated and the total energy Hamiltonian operator can be 
simplified to Eq. 4, in which the nuclei-nuclei repulsive interaction is also 
eliminated. Now only three energy operators are left. They are electron kinetic 
energy eT
^
, electron-nuclear interaction energy 
^
V  and electron-electron 
interaction energy eeV
^
 . The system can actually be described as all electrons 
moving in a potential field of nuclei with fixed positions. Moreover, the 
wavefunction now can be decoupled to the combination of electronic 
wavefunction and nuclei wavefunction Ψtot=Ψelec ·Ψnucl . 
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V                            (Eq. 7) 
 
2.1.3 Hartree product 
Hartree (1928) expanded the total electron wavefunction to the product of single 
electron wavefunction determined by the position of each electron. Hartree 
product gives a simple way to change the many-body problem in molecular 
system to a two-body problem for the first time.  
)()...()()(),...,,,( N321N321 rrrrrrrr φφφφ=Ψ               (Eq. 8) 
However this simple assumption does not satisfy several properties of electrons. 
First of all, the electrons are known as fermion articles. When we exchange the 
position of two electrons the sign of the wavefunction should change. But this will 
not happen in Hartree product. Secondly, Hartree product does not obey the Pauli 
repulsive principle since it allows two electrons being at exact the same state. 
Actually in Hartree approximation the motion of one particular electron is 
assumed to be independent of other electrons, which is obviously not true.  
 
2.1.4 Hartree-Fock approximation 
The limitation of Hartree product can be overcome by applying Slater type 
determinant. The wavefunction can be more properly presented by determinants 
according to their characteristic properties. This was proposed by Fock and Slater 
in 1930. In Hartree-Fock approximation the total electron wavefunction is still the 
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combination of single electron wavefunction, but this time a (N×N) determinant 





















=Ψ                   (Eq. 9) 
where the factor !N  is to ensure the normalization of the determinant and 
iφ  are called the atomic orbitals.  
 
The determinant is the simplest form that satisfied the antisymmetry principle, i.e. 
if any two rows of the determinant are exchanged, which corresponds to 
exchanging two electrons, the determinant results in the opposite sign. And if any 
two rows of a determinant are identical, the determinant will become zero. This is 
consistent with Pauli exclusive principle that no two electrons can be at exactly at 
the same state.  
 
The method to find the best single determinant wavefunction by solving 
Schrödinger equation is called the Hartree-Fock method. The determinant 
wavefunction is of course more accurate than the previous Hartree product, but it 
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K jijiij φφφφ           (Eq. 10) 
The exchange energy exists due to the correlation of the motions of electrons with 
parallel spins and there is no physical counterpart for this energy. This energy can 
also be regarded as a ‘hole’ associating with the electron, named exchange hole or 
Fermi hole, which makes two spin up(or down) electrons avoid staying at the 
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same orbital. It is worthwhile to note that the exchange energy is only nonzero 
for two electrons of the same spin. 
 













                   (Eq. 11) 
where iH  is core Hartree energy with nei VH +∇= 2            (Eq. 12) 
The first term iH  is called core Hartree energy which describes the electrons 
moving in a field of fixed nuclei. The second term is the classical 
electron-electron coulomb energy Jij which has a similar form as exchange energy 
but with electron 1 occupying orbital 1 and electron 2 occupying orbital 2. (Eq. 13) 




* )()(1)()( rrrrrr dd
r
J jjiiij φφφφ          (Eq. 13) 
For a system containing even number of electrons, the restricted Hartree-Fock 
method(RHF) is used, in which the N electrons take N/2 orbitals. This is actually 
the case for most ground states of molecules which are called closed-shell systems. 














ijijiHF KJHE                (Eq. 14) 
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In practice solving the Hartree-Fock equations directly are very difficult. It is thus 
more popular to represent the molecular orbital iφ  by a linear combination of 








χφ                               (Eq. 15) 
Basis functions χi are also called atomic orbitals and ikc  are the coefficients. 
Now the solution to the Hartree-Fock equations becomes to the optimization of 
the coefficients of basis functions to give the lowest energy.  
 





                                (Eq. 16) 
together with the orthonormal conditions of molecular orbital φi  which must be 
satisfied at the same time, we obtain 
ijji δφφ =  ( δ = 1, if i = j ; δ = 0, if i ≠ j )      (Eq. 17) 
Applying Lagrange’s theorem, single electron Hartree-Fock eigenequations are 
obtained  
)()()(ˆ 111 rrr iiif φεφ =                          (Eq. 18) 








1111 )](ˆ)(ˆ[)(ˆ)(ˆ rrrr                   (Eq. 19) 
Again ihˆ  is the Hartree energy.  
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Introducing the linear combination of basis functions to replace the molecular 













1 )()()(ˆ rrr χεχ                  (Eq. 20) 
Multiplying )( 1rlχ  which is the conjugate of )( 1rkχ  on the left for both sides 















* )()()()(ˆ)( rrrrrr χχεχχ    (Eq. 21) 
The asterisk indicates that )( 1rlχ  is a complex number. The left-hand integral 
gives the elements of the n×n Fock matrix F, 
∫= 1111* )()(ˆ)( rrrr dfF kllk χχ                   (Eq. 22) 
while the right integrals form another n×n matrix named overlap integral matrix 
S, defined as 
∫= 111* )()( rrr dS kllk χχ                        (Eq. 23) 
Note that unlike the molecular orbitals, the overlap between two atomic orbitals is 
not necessarily zero. In other word, the basis functions(AOs) are not required to 
be orthonormal.  
Thus we obtain the symmetric square matrix - Fock matrix which can be written 
in a more convenient way, 
SCEFC =                                   (Eq. 24) 
The problem now becomes to find the n×n matrix C with coefficient ikc as its 
elements to diagonalize the Fock matrix F and give the diagonal energy matrix E, 



























                      (Eq. 25) 
This equation must be solved in a iterative way since the Fock matriax(F) also 
contain atomic orbitals. An initial guess basis function is necessary to start this so 
called self-consistent process calculations. 
 
Before a standard diagonalization method can be applied, both sides of the 
equation(Eq. 26) need to be pre-multiplied by the matrix S-1/2, i.e. the inverse 
square root of the overlap matrix. 
CESSCESFCS 2/12/12/1 == −−                       (Eq. 26) 
Inserting the unit matrix S-1/2S1/2 into the left-hand side gives: 
        CESCSFSS 2/12/12/12/1 =−−                         (Eq. 27) 
or  
CESCSFSS 2/12/12/12/1 )( =−−                        (Eq. 28) 
Then we get a more familiar matrix formula CECF ′=′′  which can be solved 
with standard matrix diagonalization method. Convergence of the energy matrix E 
is tested after each iteration. If it is not converged, a new iteration starts with new 
coefficient C rather than the old one since it is believed to be better to represent 
the system. Iterations will be repeated until the convergence is reached. 
Although traditional diagonalization method can be used in principle, it is found 
to be inefficient, if not impossible, in practice. Due to Coulomb and exchange 
operators, the Fock matrix elements involve a massive number of two-electron 









rr ddklij lkji χχχχ∫ ∫ −=        (Eq. 29) 
These two-electron integrals are the most computational demanding in the HF 
approach. Effort has been made for decades to improve the calculations for these, 
for example in semi-empirical methods the integrals are represents by some 
experimental parameters or simply ignored(ZDO).  
 
The Hartree-Fock approximation is not rigid accurate since it does not consider 
the electron correlations. In HF method the electrons are assumed to move in an 
average potential of the other electrons and nuclei. And it is assumed that the 
instantaneous position of an electron is not affected by the presence and 
movement of other electrons. However the electrons are in fact pairwised and 
electrons tend to avoid each other more than the Hartree-Fock theory would 
suggest, giving rise to a lower energy. The difference between the calculated 
energy from the HF method and the real energy is defined as correlation energy. 
Multi-determinant wavefunctions have to be used to account for dynamic 
correlation.  These scale, however, as fifth or even greater powers with the size 
of the system. 
 
2.2 Density Functional Theory(DFT) 
Density functional theory is an approach making use of the electron density rather 
than the wavefunctions in quantum mechanics calculations, i.e. the energy 
components in Schrödinger equations are expressed as a function of electron 
density. Electron density is more attractive than the wavefunction since electron 
density ρ is the function of the coordinate x, y , z only. Describing the properties 
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using the electron density is much simpler than using the many body 
wavefunctions Ψ which is determined by all coordinates of the electrons, e.g. 3N 
for an N electron system. It is able to simplify the calculation effort to a large 
extent and thus allows the calculations to perform on a much larger system than in 
the HF theory. Density functional theory (DFT) is successful not only to standard 
bulk materials but also the complex materials such as proteins and carbon 
nanotubes. It provides the possibility of the linear scaling algorithm in calculations, 
with computational effort goes like NlogN. 
 
2.2.5 Thomas-Fermi model 
The history of electron density as the basis variable in electronic structure 
calculation can be traced to the early work of Tomas and Fermi in the 1920s. They 
described the kinetic energy functional as a functional of the electron density by 
assuming that electron are distributing homogeneously in a system. Classical 
expressions were used for the nuclear-electron and electron-electron interactions. 
Their kinetic term is: 
∫= rr dCT FTF )()( 3/5ρρ ,                     (Eq. 30) 
 with CF is a constant,         
               8712.2)3(
10
3 3/22 == πFC  
Extension and improvements of Tomas-Fermi model are made by representing 
other energy terms with electron density. Dirac added an exchange energy 
functional in 1928. 
∫= rr dCK XD )()( 3/4ρρ ,                      (Eq. 31) 
with Cx is also a constant, 
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⎛= πxC  
The Thomas-Fermi-Dirac theory are actually pure density functional theory from 
theory point of view. However this theory is found to be inaccurate for most 
applications, especially when the calculation applied to molecules and it fails to 
predict chemical reactions such as chemical bonds.  
 
2.2.6 Hohenberg-Kohn theorem 
Within Born-Oppenheimer approximation the ground state of a system is a 
function of the position of nuclei. This is because the external potential V is the 
only variable in Eq. 4. Once the external functional extV  is in place, other 
potentials such as the kinetic energy of electrons and the electron-electron 
interaction will simply adjust themselves to give the lowest possible system 
energy. Thus for an N electrons system, the external potential v(r) fixed the whole 
Hamiltonian and N and v(r) will determine all properties of the ground state. In 
1964 Hohenberg and Kohn proved in their first theorem that the energy and all 
other properties of the ground state of an electron system are functions of the 
overall electron density.  
 
Let us assume we know the exact density of a degenerated ground state system. If 
there were two external potential v and v’ that could be obtained from this ground 
state density, we would have two different Hamiltonians H and H’ and two 
different normalized wavefunctions Ψ  and Ψ’. The corresponding energies would 
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be  ΨΨ= HE ˆ0  and ''''0 ˆ ΨΨ= HE , respectively. Taking Ψ’ as a trial 
function for Hˆ  problem, by applying variable principle, we could get: 
∫ −+=Ψ−Ψ+ΨΨ=ΨΨ< drrvrvrEHHHHE )](')()[(ˆˆˆˆ '0''''''''0 ρ  
(Eq. 32) 
Similarly by taking Ψ  as a trial function for the 'Hˆ  problem, 
∫ −−=Ψ−Ψ+ΨΨ=ΨΨ< rrrr dvvEHHHHE )](')()[(ˆˆˆˆ 0'''''0 ρ  
(Eq. 33) 




00 EEEE +<+ . 
This is a contradiction. Therefore we cannot get two different v(r) that give the 
same ρ for their ground states. And thus electron density ρ determines N and v, 
and all properties of the ground states.   
 
The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states the lowest energy(E0) corresponds to 
the ground state density(ρ0), while energies calculated from density of all other 
states will be higher than E0.  
)()( 00 ρρ EE ≥                                             (Eq. 33) 
Similar to the variational principle for wavefunction, the second HK theorem 
provides a routine to find system ground state. 
 
A density is defined to be v-representable if it is the density associated with the 
antisymmetric ground state wavefunction of a Hamiltonian with some external 
potential. When we state that there is a one-to-one mapping between electron 
density and the ground state properties, we are actually talking about the 
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v-representable density. However the conditions for a density to be 
v-representable are not clear. Fortunately it turns out that density functional theory 
can be formulated requiring a weaker condition that the density is N- 
representable. N-representability mean the density can be obtained directly from 
some antisymmetric wave function and this is satisfied for any rational density. 
For 0)( ≥rρ ,     Nd =∫ rr)(ρ                         (Eq. 34) 
 
Hohenberg-Kohn theorem proof has been simplified and extended by Levy, and 
the Tomas-Fermi equations can be derived from the Levy constrained-search 
formalism as an approximation. The ground state energy of a many-electron 
system can be obtained by minimizing the energy functional of electron density 
with components: 
)()()( ρρρ HKext FVE +=                       (Eq. 35) 
where 
)()()( ρρρ eeeHK UTF +=                       (Eq. 36) 
HKF  is a universal energy functional whose form does not depends on particular 
system. The energy minimization problem is usually solved by Lagrange 
undetermined multiplier method with constraints ∫= rr dN )(ρ . Thus the 
expression needs to be minimized is: 
))(()( NdE −− ∫ rrρμρ                        (Eq. 37) 
μ is the undetermined Lagrange multiplier. 
The necessary condition of minimization of this expression is its first differential 
is zero, 
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0)})(()({ =−− ∫ NdE rrρμρδ                 (Eq. 38) 
since μ and N are constant, the differential equation becomes 
0)()( =− ∫ rr dE ρμδρδ                       (Eq. 39) 
Applying the definition of the differential of the functional and then interchange 
the differential and integral, we get 
0)()(
)(




)(( =− ∫∫ rrr dE δρμδρ ρδ                   (Eq. 41) 







ρδμ HKext FVE +==                   (Eq. 42) 
where the multiplier μ is actually the chemical potential. 
 
If the form of functional HKF  with unique variable ρ was known exactly, the 
whole function could be solved for the ground state density. Although the 
Hohenberg-Kohn theorems have proved that the ground state can be solved from 
electron density, they do not give the practical way to solve it. Actually the 
accurate calculations are difficult to implement directly by following HK 
procedure since the explicit form of functional )(ρHKF  are difficult to obtain.  
 
2.2.7 Kohn-Sham Method 
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)(ρHKF  consists of the kinetic energy )(ρT and the electron-electron interaction 
)(ρeeV . It was found that the kinetic energy is difficult to be expressed with 
simple electron density and the kinetic energy has a large contribution to the total 
energy. One the other hand, it is known that the kinetic energy can be easily 
calculated through wavefunction. Kohn and Sham (1965) invented an ingenious 
method to combine the wavefunction and the electron density. Similar to the 
Hohenberg and Kohn definition of the universal functional )(ρHKF , Kohn and 
Sham invoked a corresponding noninteracting system with the total energy 
Hamiltonian functional partitioning into the following terms: 
)()()(0 ρρρ xcEJTF ++=                    (Eq. 43) 
)(0 ρT is the kinetic energy of some fictitious noninteracting reference system in 
which there is no electron-electron interaction and the ground-state electron 
density ρ is exactly as the real system.  Kinetic energy )(0 ρT  of this auxiliary 
system can be calculated accurately with some determinantal ground state 











1)(ρ                  (Eq. 44) 
In analogy to Hartree-Fock molecular orbital methods the total wavefunction 
0Ψ are represented by the combination of N one-electron wavefunction iφ  in a 





φφφ L=Ψ                    (Eq. 45) 
The last term of Eq. 43, )(ρxcE , is the exchange-correlation energy. Eq. 46 is the 
definition of )(ρxcE  in KS methods; it contains the difference between the 
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kinetic of the interacting system and the noninteracting system, and the 
nonclassical part of the electron-electron Coulomb interactions. Actually those 
components that cannot be easily evaluated are all put into )(ρxcE . 
][][][][)( 0 ρρρρρ JVTTE eexc −+−=           (Eq. 46) 
Better and better approximation to )(ρxcE  has been proposed successively and 
once we knew the accurate description of this exchange-correlation functional the 
exact ρ and the ground state energy would be know precisely. 
The total energy is then can be written as  
][)()(][][][ 0 ρρνρρρ xcEdrrJTE +++= ∫ r       (Eq. 47) 
 
The procedure to solve Kohn-Sham equations runs as follows. Assuming we know 
a reasonably well Exc, by applying similar deviation as above with Eq. 47 we 















ρδμ xcEJTE +++==             (Eq. 48) 










ρδμ                   (Eq. 49) 
with )(reffV  the KS effective potential defined by 
xcexteff VdrVV +−+= ∫ '')'()( rr rρρ                  (Eq. 50) 
It is like the electrons are moving in a space with the effective potential )(rVeff . 
xcV  is known as the exchange-correlation functional which is defined by the 







EV =                       (Eq. 51) 




1[ 2 rr KSii
KS
ieffV φεφ =+∇−               (Eq. 52) 
It is very similar to the eigenequations in the HF method. One difference is that 
the Fock operator in the HF derivation contains the potential which is different for 
every electron. The Kohn Sham operator here depends only on the position r, but 
not on the index of the electron. Thus it is the same for all electrons.  
The above equations form the Kohn-Sham orbital equations in their canonical 
form. This system is then solved iteratively until self-consistency is reached. The 
Kohn-Sham orbitals, )(rKSiφ , which can be achieved in a similar way as in 











)()( rr φρ                               (Eq. 53) 
The new overall electron density will be used to calculate the improved effective 
potential effV  in the next interaction. Self-consistent field approach is applied until 
convergence is achieved. 
Through the introduction of the N orbitals, the equations handle ][0 ρT , the 
dominant part of the real kinetic energy ][ρT , indirectly but exactly. Moreover, 
the KS equations have the same form as the Hartree equations except that they 
contain a more general local potential )(rVeff .  
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When convergence is reached, the total energy can be calculated from the 
resultant density directly via Eq. 47. But in practice it is usually calculated more 
efficiently from the formula: 





























              (Eq. 55) 
Notice that analogous to the HF theory, the total electronic energy is not simply 
the sum of the orbital energies. 
 
2.2.8 Exchange-correlation functional 
As mentioned above, an explicit form for the exchange-correlation functional is 
required before implementing the Kohn-Sham equations for total energy 
calculation. The accurate description of )(ρxcE  is the most difficult and the 
greatest challenge in the density functional theory today since the accuracy of 
DFT is actually determined by the exchange-correlation functional used.  
 
2.2.8.1 Local Density Approximations (LDA) 
The first and also the simplest approximation is the local density approximation 
(LDA) proposed by Kohn and Sham in 1965. In local density approximation the 
exchange-correlation functional is described using uniform-electron-gas formula 
by assuming the electron gas is locally homogeneous. 
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∫= rr dE xcLDAxc )()(][ ρερρ                      (Eq. 56) 













r             (Eq. 57) 












xcext VdrV φεφρρ =+−++∇− ∫   (Eq. 58) 
The self-consistent solution to this KS equation is called KS-LDA method. 
For historical reason the function εxc is divided into two parts, the exchange 
function part and the correlation function part, 
)()()( ρερερε cxxc +=                         (Eq. 59) 
The Dirac exchange-energy used as the exchange part in LDA is the simplest 
exchange form. 





⎛= πxC   as a constant     (Eq. 60) 
An approximation form of the spin density functional ],[ βα ρρxcE is usually a 
better description of the real system than the corresponding spin-compensated 
approximation since it allows electrons of different spins to have different spatial 
densities. This is surely the case for spin-polarized systems such as open-shell 
atoms and molecules.  
When spin density is used, we get the so called local spin density(LSD) 
approximation for the exchange energy term, 
rdCE x
LSD
x ∫ += ])()[(2],[ 3/43/43/1 βαβα ρρρρ                   (Eq. 61) 
where α and β indicates up and down electron spins. 
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It was mandatory to use spin-density rather than spin-compensated density for 
spin-polarized system to obtain satisfied accuracy like the restrict HF.  
 
Contrary to the exchange energy, the correlation energy does not have an explicit 
form for homogeneous electron gas, 
rdrE c
LSD
c ),()(],[ ζρερρρ βα ∫=                              (Eq. 62) 
with ),( ζρε c  the correlation energy per electron and  







−=                                        (Eq. 63) 
The correlation component )(ρε c  is more complicated commonly based on the 
results of quantum Monte Carlo (MC) calculations for a homogeneous electron 
gas of different densities. 




















rrρε     (Eq. 64) 
where sr  is the mean interelectronic spacing )(4
33
rπρ=sr  
For dense electron systems )1( <sr  the random-phase approximation provides 
the parameters for the LDA, and the parameters for a fully polarized gas can be 
obtained by scaling arguments. Other parameters were obtained by fitting to the 
results of Ceperley and Alder. Note that this correlation energy applies when the 
number of up spins and down spin is equal and thus not applicable to open-shell 
systems. 
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Another widely used form for the correlation functional is proposed by Vosko, 









































   with   2/1srx = ,  cbxxxX ++= 2)( ,  2/12 )4( bcQ −= ;                
(Eq. 65) 
         0621814.0=A , 409286.00 −=x , 0720.13=b , 7198.42=c  
 
Despite its simplicity the local density approximation performs surprisingly well. 
Structures, bond lengths, and vibration frequencies in many systems are 
reproduced satisfactorily, and the deviations from measurements of these and 
other quantities are often quite systematic. LDA may exceed the Hartree-Fock 
method in accuracy. LDA gives accurate total energy but poor Kohn-Sham 
eigenvalues since the system density is usually far from homogeneous. However, 
the impressive results for LDA are mainly due to the error cancellation. LDA 
overestimates correlation energy Ec by a factor of 2 or more and underestimates 
the exchange energy Ex by at least 10%. We notice that the absolute value of Ex is 
ten time as large as Ec. With the developing of molecular calculation experience 
the local density approximation(LDA) has been shown to be inadequate for a 
variety of problems. The binding energy of sp-bonded molecules, for example, is 
often overestimated by ~1 eV per bond, and discrepancies of this size are simply 
unacceptable. 
 
2.2.8.2 Generalized Gradient Approximations (GGA) 
Due to the limitation as mentioned above, extensions of LDA are developed. 
However it was pointed out that the conventional gradient expansion, i.e. 
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expanding xcE  in Taylor series versus density ρ and truncated at the linear term, 
could not improve the accuracy of local density approximation. The most common 
and effective method is to use the generalized gradient approximation(GGA) for 
the exchange-correlation energy. In generalized gradient approximation, 
‘non-local’ functionals which depends not only on the value but also the gradient 
of the density at each grid.  
rdE xc
GGA
xc ∫ ∇= ),()( ρρερ                    (Eq. 66) 
 
The most widely used exchange-correlation functionals include: B88(Becke, 
1988), PW91(Perdew and Wang, 1991), LYP(Lee, Yang and Parr 1988), 
PBE(Perdew, Beche and Ernzerhof, 1996) and also the hybrid functional BLYP or 
B3LYP. We here discuss these GGA functionals that are popular used in actual 
calculations.  
The major source of error in the LDA method is believed to arise from the 



















ρ∇=x  ,                                            (Eq. 68) 
and )(ρLSDAxE  is the standard Slater form of exchange energy. Eq. 67 is for a 
spin-uncompensated system with σx  a dimensionless parameter involving 
density gradient and b  is a constant with a value of 0.0042 a.u. The parameter 
b  was optimized to give exchange energies of noble gas atoms using the 
Hartree-Fock orbitals. 
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Coupled with Becke’s exchange functional the correlation function of Lee, Yang, 
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rt                              (Eq. 70) 
and 3/22 )3(10
3 π=FC ,  049.0=a , 132.0=b , 2533.0=c , 349.0=d                      
 
Hartree-Fock provides an essentially exact means of treating the exchange 
contribution, but it does not include correlation effect. A key feature of density 
functional theory is the correlation functional incorporated at the starting point. 
One attractive method is to add a correlation energy derived from DFT to the 
Hartree-Fock energy. Thus the exchange-correlation energy is the sum of ‘exact’ 
exchange energy from Slater determinant of KS orbitals and the correlation 
energy from LDA or GGA. This is called the hybrid HF/DFT method. A 
combination of the standard local spin density approximation(LSDA) exchange 
results with the Becke gradient-exchange correction and the Lee-Yang-Parr 
correlation functional is one of the commonly used methods and abbreviated as 
BLYP. 
 
The most popular hybrid functional for chemists is the B3LYP functional where 3 
mean three parameters are used to fit the calculated values to a molecular data 


















xc EEaEEaEEaEE −+−+−+=  
                                                           (Eq. 71) 
In equation 71 HFxE  is the exact exchange energy obtained from the Slater 
determinant of the Kohn-Sham orbitals, LDAx
GGA
x EE −  is the gradient correction 
for exchange and LDAx
GGA
x EE −  is the gradient correction for correlation. a0=0.20, 
ax=0.72, ac=0.81 are the three parameters specifying the extent the exact exchange 
is mixed in which is obtained by least-square fitting to experimental data.  
 
There are now two strategies to improve for the exchange-correlation functionals. 
The first is to develop a reasonable form and fit its adjustable parameters to 
experimental data. The hybrid BLYP and B3LYP functionals are of this type. In 
view of this standpoint, density functional theory becomes “semi-empirical”. The 
second approach is to make use of the advantages of the local spin density 
approximation by incorporating exact constraints and hoping that the added terms 
will improve the description of reality automatically. The PBE(Perdew, Burke and 
Ernzerhof) exchange-correlation functional belongs to the second category. PBE 
functional is used in our pseudopotential slab calculation code.  
The PBE exchange-correlation energy is expressed as: 
∫= rr dsFE xcLDAxxc ),,()( ζρερ                  (Eq. 72) 
where  
                κμ
κκ
/1
1)( 2+−+=sFx                   (Eq. 73) 
with    21951.0)3/( 2 == πβμ , and 066725.0=β .  
The correlation energy has the form 
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∫ += rr dtHE LSDAxc )],,(),()[( ζρζρερ          (Eq. 74) 
where  























etH βγγζρ   (Eq. 75) 
with )(ζφ  the spin scaling factor  
[ ] 2/)1()1()( 3/23/2 ζζζφ −++=                   (Eq. 76) 
031091.0/)2ln1( 2 =−= πγ ,    
and  
[ ] 1023 1)//()(exp( −−−= aeA LDAc γφρεγβ            (Eq. 77) 
The exchange energy with the form: 
∫= rr dsFE xLDAxx )()( ερ                         (Eq. 78) 
where    πε 4/3 2 FLDAx ke−=   
 
Generalized gradient approximations generally lead to improved bond angles, 
lengths, and energies. Gradient exchange-correlation functional is required for the 
calculation of relative conformational energies and the study of intermolecular 
interactions. In particular, the strengths of hydrogen bonds and other weak bonds 
between closed shell systems are significantly better than local density results. 
However, the self-interaction problem remains, and some asymptotic requirements 
for isolated atoms are not satisfied. The next step in the development of gradient 
approximations may be to incorporate the second derivative of the density, named 
by meta-GGA. 
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2.2.9 Basis set 
In modern computational chemistry, quantum mechanical calculations are 
performed within a finite set of basis functions. A basis set in chemistry is a linear 
combination of basis functions used to expand the molecular orbitals. The basis 
sets most commonly used in quantum calculations are composed of atomic 
functions with the weights or coefficients to be determined. The first choice, like 
calculations for isolated atoms, would be the Slater type orbitals(STO) which 
corresponded to a set of functions which decayed exponentially with distance 
from the nuclei. However, it was found that Slater type orbitals are not suitable to 
be implemented in molecular orbital calculations. When the atomic orbitals are 
centered on different nuclei, the integrals in quantum mechanical calculations are 
very difficult to manage with STOs. It was realized that these Slater-type orbitals 
could in turn be approximated as linear combinations of Gaussian type 
orbitals(GTO) instead. A Gaussian function has the form exp(-αr2), in which α 
determine the radial extent.  The product of two Gaussians can be expressed as a 
single Gaussian(Eq. 79), e.g. the two-electron integral )|( λσμν  can be replaced 
by one Gaussian function. Therefore it is easier to calculate overlap matrix and 
other integrals with Gaussian basis functions, which led to considerable 
computational savings. 
)exp()exp()exp( 222 cmnnnmm rCrr ααα −=−−              (Eq. 79) 
However, unlike Slater type orbitals the Gaussian orbitals do not have a cusp near 
the nuclei and they decay towards zero too fast, and thus replacing STO with a 
single Gaussian function will cause unacceptable errors. This problem can be 
addressed if a linear combination of Gaussian functions. 
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The smallest basis sets are called minimal basis sets. A minimal basis just 
composed of the minimum number of basis functions that required to accomodate 
all of the electrons in each atom. For example, for hydrogen atoms a single s 
function is required; while for oxygen the 1s, 2s, 2p functions are needed. A 
common naming convention for minimal basis sets is STO-nG, where represents 
the number of Gaussian primitive functions comprising a single basis function. It 
is realized that at least three Gaussian functions are required to properly represent 
each STO, i.e. STO-3G. Though the minimal basis set works quite well in 
molecular geometry prodicting, it is found to be insufficient to deal with 
compounds with atoms containing large number of electrons. This problem is 
overcome by using more than one function for each orbital. 
 
During most molecular bonding, it is the valence electrons which principally take 
part in the bonding, whereas the core electrons do not affect chemical properties 
very much. In recognition of this fact, it is common to represent valence orbitals 
by more than one basis function and keep a single function for the inner shell 
orbitals. This is called split-valence basis set proposed by John Pople. A simple 
example of split valence double zeta basis set is 3-21G, which use three Gaussians 
to describe the core orbitals. The valence orbitals are splitted into two parts: one 
with two contracted Gaussians and the other with one diffusive Gaussian. Other 
popular used split-valence basis set includes 4-31G, 6-31G, etc.. 
 
All the above basis sets are centered on atomic nuclei. However, non-isotropic 
charge distribution is encountered when atoms form molecules. This is solved by 
addition of polarization functions into the basis set, indicated by an asterisk (*). 
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This adds some additional needed flexibility within the basis set, effectively 
allowing molecular orbitals to be more asymmetric about the nucleus. For instance, 
6-31G* denotes a 6-31G basis set with polarization on the heavy atoms. Two 
asterisks (**) indicate that polarization functions are also added to hydrogen and 
helium atoms. 
 
Another common addition to basis sets is the addition of diffuse functions, 
denoted by a plus sign, +. Two plus signs indicate that diffuse functions are also 
added to light atoms (hydrogen and helium). These are very shallow Gaussian 
basis functions, which are used to accurately deal with some species that have 
density "tails" even far from the atomic nuclei. These additional basis functions 
can be important when considering anions and other large, "soft" molecular 
systems. 
 
In addition to localized basis sets, planewave basis sets are usually used in 
quantum chemical simulations for solid state systems. We will talk about it in the 
next section. 
 
2.3 Other approximations for the solid states 
All the physical properties of a system can be obtained by calculating the total 
energies. The structure corresponding to minimum total energy is the equilibrium 
structure theoretically. Quantum mechanical method is one of the ways to 
calculate and minimize total energy calculations, and thus to predict the electronic 
and geometric structures of a solid. The quantum mechanical methods used to 
study the solid state systems are somewhat different to those traditionally 
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employed for studies of gas-phase individual molecules or isolated intermolecular 
complexes due to the unique properties for solid such as the periodicity of a 
crystalline. Several approximations are employed to perform ab-initio total energy 
calculations for a solid-phase system. 
 
2.3.1 Supercell approximation 
Bloch’s theorem states that in a periodic solid each electronic wavefunction can be 
rewritten as the product of a cell-periodic part and a wavelike part 
)()( rr r i
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The cell-periodic part of the wave function can be expanded using a basis set 
consisting of a discrete set of finite number of plane waves with reciprocal lattice 
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where G is the reciprocal lattice vector defined by ml π2=⋅G  with l is a lattice 
vector of the solid and m is an integer. Thus each electronic wavefunction is 








i ecerφ                 (Eq. 82) 
Bloch's theorem changes the problem of the infinite number of electron 
wavefunction to the problem of expressing finite wavefunction in terms of an 
infinite number of reciprocal space vectors within the first Brillouin zone of the 
periodic cell. This problem is solved by sampling the Brillouin zone at special sets 
of k-points.  
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It is known that the electronic states are only allowed at a set of k points when the 
boundary conditions are applied to the bulk solid. The density of allowed k points 
is determined by the volume of the solid. Electronic states are only calculated at a 
set of k-points determined by the shape of the Brillouin zone compared to that of 
its irreducible part. The reason that this can be done is that the electronic 
wavefunctions at k-points that are very close together will almost be identical. It is 
therefore possible to represent the electronic wavefunctions over a region of 
reciprocal space at a single k-point. This approximation allows the electronic 
potential to be calculated at a finite number of k-points and hence determine the 
total energy of the solid. Errors caused by k-point sampling in calculations can 
always be reduced by increasing the number of k-point. In pricinple converged 
total energy can always be obtained when a dense set of k-point are used though 
much computational effort will be need at the same time.  
 
In pricinple an infinite plane-wave basis set is required to expand the 
wavefunction. However, in practice the infinite number of plane-wave basis set 
are truncated to a finite number according to their kinetic energy. This is due to 
the fact that the coefficients ci,k+G for the planewaves with small kinetic energy are 
usually more important than those with large kinetic energy. The truncated kinetic 
energy are called cutoff energy. Thus the introduction of an energy cutoff means 
that the wavefunction is approcimately expanded using a finite basis set of 




Another advantage of expanding the electronic wavefunctions in terms of a basis 
set of plane waves is that the Kohn-Sham equations take a particularly simple 
form. With substitution of Eq. 82 into Eq. 52 we obtain the planewave 
representation of the Kohn-Sham equations 
G
G
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in which the reciprocal space representation of the kinetic energy is diagonal, and 
the various potentials are described in terms of their Fourier transforms.  
The way to solve this Kohn-Sham equation is to diagonalize the Hamiltonian 
matrix with Hk+G,k+G’ which presents in the brackets as matrix elements. However 
this conversional diagonalization methods is not pratically due to the large size of 
matrix. This problem can be overcome by making use of the pseudopotential 
approximation.  
 
2.3.2 Pseudopotential approximation 
Most physical properties of solids are determined by only the valence electrons, 
whereas the core electrons are little affected by atomic environment. Moreover, a 
very large number of planewaves are required to expand the tightly bound core 
orbitals and to follow the rapid oscillations of the wave functions of the valence 
electrons in the core region. Pseudopotential theory is a method to replace the 





Figure 2.1 Scheme of the all electron and pseudoelectron wavefunctions(Ψ) and 
the corresponding potentials(V). 
 
As shown in Fig. 2.1 in the core region, the electron-ion potential is replaced by a 
weaker pseudopotential, which acts on a set of pseudo wavefunctions rather than 
the true oscillating valences wavefunctions. Outside the core region the two 
potentials are identical. Such type of pseudopotential is referred as 
‘norm-conserving’ pseudopotential. In practice this is achieved using a 
“non-local” pseudopotential which uses a different potential for each angular 
momentum component of the pseudopotential.  
 









Figure 2.2 Flow chart to illustrate the generation of a pseudopotential for an atom. 
 
With the pseudopotential approximation the electronic wavefunctions can be 
expanded using a much smaller number of plane-wave basis set and this makes 
the study of larger and more complicated systems feasible. 
 
2.3.3  Energy minimization methods 
The energy minimization problem can be stated as: given an energy function 
depends on variables, e.g. Cartesian or internal coordinates, find the values of the 
variables that minimization the function. In Kohn-Sham equations, the KS energy 
is a function of the planewaves with various coefficients. In molecular dynamic 
method the coefficients are regarded as the coordinates of a classical ‘particle’. To 
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minimize the Kohn-Sham energy functional, these ‘particles’ are given a kinetic 
energy, and the system is gradually cooled until the set of coordinates reaches the 
values that minimize the functional. Thus by solving for a set of classical 
equations of motion, Kohn-Sham eigenstates can be solved. The total energy then 
can be easily computed from the self-consistent KS eigenstates. The 
molecular-dynamic method is essentially a dynamic method for applying the 
variational principle, in which the eigenstates of all the lowest-energy electronic 
states are determined simultaneously. 
 
Derivatives are extensively used in energy minimization since they provide useful 
information, for instance, the direction of the first derivative indicates the 
minimum, the magnitude of the first derivative indicates the steepness of the slope 
of the energy surface, and the second derivatives indicates the curvature of the 
energy functions. According the order of derivatives that used, methods are 
categorized as first order minimization methods and second order minimization 
methods.  The simplest first order minimization method is following the steepest 
descents. Nonetheless, if the initial steepest-descent vector does not direct to the 
valley, successive vector will point to the wrong direction, and thus a large 
number of iterations will be needed. This problem can be solved by applying the 
conjugate-gradients method, in which conjugate direction is then constructed from 
a linear combination of the new gradient and the previous direction that 
minimized the KS function. In the conjugate-gradients technique the search 
direction is generated using information about the function obtained form all the 
sampling points along the conjugate-gradient path but not the present sampling 
point like in steepest-decent method. Other derevative minimization methods 
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3 H2 desorption pathways on Si1-xGex(100) 
surfaces 
3.1 Literature review 
The adsorption and desorption of hydrogen play important roles in determining 
the epitaxial growth rate of silicon-germanium in gas-source molecular beam 
epitaxy and chemical vapor deposition.  The dangling bond density depends 
crucially upon the hydrogen desorption rate, and this in turn is influenced by the 
presence of germanium at the surface.  Thus, understanding the interactions of 
hydrogen with silicon and germanium is of technological significance in the 
fabrication of silicon-germanium heterostructure devices.  Hydrogen thermal 
desorption has been very extensively studied principally to identify the desorption 
channels and to provide a quantitative understanding of the desorption rates in 
terms of molecular desorption channels.  There is a substantial amount of 
experimental data from a number of different groups [1-15]. It is well-established 
that the thermal desorption spectrum for the monohydride surface has two maxima.  
Both these maxima shift toward lower temperatures as the germanium content of 
the surface increases.  For pure silicon only the high temperature peak is 
observed, while for pure germanium only the low temperature peak is observed.  
Only a small number of desorption channels are usually invoked in analyzing the 
thermal desorption spectrum because only two maxima are observed from the 
mixed surface.  The motivation for this is that if many channels were involved, 
more peaks or at least shoulders should be observable in the experimental data.  
Thus, typically only one channel for desorption from silicon adsites, one channel 
for desorption from germanium adsites, and in some cases, one channel for 
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desorption from mixed adsites are included in the analysis.  With such simple 
models, and using the Redhead formulation [16] of the desorption rates, it is 
possible to fit experimental desorption spectra rather well.  Recently, very 
comprehensive work [9,10] using three second-order desorption curves for the 
monohydride contributions [17] shows that it is possible to fit the experimental 
data yielding desorption barriers that depend upon germanium coverage.  Indeed, 
even leaving out the possibility of desorption from mixed adsites, it is also 
possible to obtain reasonable fits to the data [1,2,6]. 
 
    
Intradimer Interdimer 
 
Hydrogen desorption from pure silicon surfaces has been studied rather 
extensively.  Two mechanisms, intradimer and interdimer (Schemes are shown 
above), are proposed for hydrogen recombinative desorption on Si(100) surface. 
Experimental TPD spectra shows the maximum temperature of desorption peak 
does not shift with increasing temperature except the surface coverage is 
small(<0.1) indicating the desorption kinetics is first order. [50] To explain this 
unusual phenomenon Wise et al. first proposed the intradimer desorption 
mechanism, in which hydrogen atoms pair up and desorb from a single dimer. [51] 
In addition the H pairing energy is observed on Si(100) surface both 
experimentally and theoretically [52-55], that is , two H atoms favor to pair up on 
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the same dimer rather than on two distinct dimers, showing there is driving force 
for hydrogen pairing up on Si(100) surface. The sticking probability of H2 on 
Si(100) surface is found to be very low(<10-10) at room temperature [56-59] and 
the sticking probability strongly increases with increasing surface temperature 
[59,60] suggest there is a high adsorption barrier exist. This is also confirmed by 
theoretical calculations of the intradimer path. However, on the other hand, the 
nearly thermally distributed kinetic energy of desorbing molecules implies the 
molecules have traversed almost no such a barrier. [61,62] This apparently shows 
discrepancy with detailed balance.  
 
By means of the STM image to study the H2 sticking probability, Biedermann and 
coworker found a very lower barrier pathway on partially hydrogenated surface. 
This is referred as interdimer 4H path in which two hydrogen adsorb on two 
adjacent dimers. 4H means there are four hydrogen exist on the two dimers of the 
adsorption states. Since this path is barrierless it helps to explain the 
nonhyperthermal desorbing H2 molecules. [63] Combining with the interdimer 2H 
path, Zimmermann and Pan successfully explained the barrier puzzle using two 
interdimer paths(2H and 4H). They also predicted the sticking probability change 
with temperature and hydrogen coverage using model considering the pairing 
energy between adjacent dimers on the same dimer row. [64] On the other hand, 
Dürr et al. probed the desorption silicon surface by laser-induced thermal 
desorption(LITD) and scanning tunneling microscopy(STM). The desorbed 
vacancies also suggested the hydrogen desorbs from two adjacent dimers 
suggesting interdimer path maybe the major desorption path and the observing of 
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the intradimer dangling bonds left after desorption may due to hydrogen diffusion. 
[65]   
 
Much previous interesting and important work investigated specifically the roles 
of the intradimer and interdimer channels [18,19 and references therein].  In Ref. 
18 STM data was used to demonstrate that the 4H channel is important, at least at 
high hydrogen coverage.  On the other hand, time-of-flight data analyzed in Ref. 
19 indicated the presence of a translationally hot channel and provides evidence 
for the intradimer channel. It is now well-established that both intradimer and 
interdimer channels contribute to the thermal desorption peak.  Simple but quite 
direct evidence for this is provided by the change in the spectrum shape from 
first-order to second-order when the ramp rate changes [20].  Thus, in the case of 
silicon, there are already three interdimer and one intradimer channels.  The three 
interdimer channels (4H, 3H and 2H) are defined by the number of hydrogen 
atoms adsorbed on the two dimers from which desorption occurs.  For instance, 
in the 4H channel desorption occurs from an adsite straddling two dimers that are 
originally fully adsorbed with four hydrogen atoms.  Thus, the current analysis 
for mixed silicon-germanium surfaces is not satisfactory in principle even though 
reasonable fits can be obtained for experimental desorption data.  In particular, 
the molecular nature of the desorption channels are not unequivocally identified.  
For silicon-germanium surfaces the possible rearrangement of hydrogen and 
germanium atoms at the surface pose additional interesting issues that have not 
been satisfactorily addressed in relation to experimental data. 
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In addition to the data from the usual thermal desorption experiments, there is also 
interesting data from isochronal desorption experiments [13] in which the 
populations of silicon-hydrogen and germanium-hydrogen bonds are probed using 
infrared spectroscopy.  In these experiments two desorption peaks are observed, 
the low temperature one corresponding to a decrease in the germanium-hydrogen 
signal, and the high temperature one corresponding to a decrease in the 
silicon-hydrogen signal.  Along with evidence for desorption from mixed adsites, 
this result is consistent with the migration of hydrogen atoms from germanium 
atoms to mixed silicon-germanium atoms at temperatures when the 
low-temperature desorption peak is observed.  This has been discussed 
previously [21] and the basic idea is that silicon-germanium adsites contribute to 
the low temperature peak but the IR absorption spectrum does not show a 
decrease in the number of silicon-hydrogen bonds on the surface because 
hydrogen from germanium rapidly diffuses to vacant silicon sites.  There is also 
more direct evidence for hydrogen diffusion on the surface during thermal 
desorption from IR absorption spectroscopy experiments where the number of 
silicon-hydrogen and germanium-hydrogen bonds are monitored as the 
temperature is varied between 350 K and 400 K [14].  Even without hydrogen 
desorption the silicon-hydrogen intensity increases while the 
germanium-hydrogen intensity decreases; the authors suggested hydrogen 
migration from germanium to silicon atoms to understand the IR intensity changes.  
In any case, since the hydrogen diffusion barrier is only approximately 1.5 eV, 
diffusion is expected to be rapid at desorption temperatures.  Thus the 
populations of the various adsorption configurations of hydrogen changes during 
desorption.  This seems problematic for the current analyses of thermal 
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desorption because these generally begin with populations for adsorption on 
silicon, germanium and mixed adsites, and these populations evolved 
independently only as a result of desorption kinetics. This allows the germanium 
composition to be obtained from the areas of the second-order desorption curves 
used to fit the data.  However, it implies that, unless desorption kinetics also 
incidentally maintain thermal equilibrium within the adsorbed layer, the analysis 
is not rigorous.  
 
Besides the diffusion of hydrogen on the surface, germanium atoms are also 
expected to diffuse on the surface thus affecting the populations of the adsorbed 
states although the presence of hydrogen probably suppresses germanium surface 
segregation [22].  Thus, at the initial stages of desorption from fully hydrogen 
saturated surface, germanium segregation is not expected to play a role, but at 
higher temperatures and lower hydrogen coverages this may not be true.  Indeed, 
there is also experimental evidence for surface-bulk exchange of germanium and 
silicon atoms at temperatures below hydrogen desorption temperatures [23].  
FTIR-ATR work demonstrates that adsorbed hydrogen induces a 
silicon-germanium exchange between the surface and the bulk driving silicon to 
the surface [23].  First principles calculations show that there is a thermodynamic 
driving force although the experimental data indicates that it is kinetically 
controlled and mediated by dimer-vacancy motion on the surface.  Thus, in 
relation to the analysis of hydrogen desorption spectrum, neglecting surface-bulk 




In the above discussion we have pointed out some shortcomings of current 
understanding of hydrogen desorption from silicon-germanium surfaces.  In this 
work we try to address some of these shortcomings by linking microscopic models 
to experimental thermal desorption data.  We use density functional theory 
calculations to obtained energetics for the large number of possible desorption 
channels (both intradimer and interdimer) and a mean-field model to treat the 
statistical mechanics of the adsorption configurations layer during thermal 
desorption.  Our goal is to provide a more rigorous approach for analyzing 
hydrogen thermal desorption spectra in order to yield insight on the molecular 
channels for hydrogen desorption from silicon-germanium.  We address the 
accuracy of DFT calculations for this system by performing an extensive series of 
calculations using both cluster and slab methods.  There have been previous 
calculations of the desorption barrier from silicon-germanium using cluster 
models [24-26], including some from our own group [21], but our work here 
provides a significantly more complete treatment of the possible channels. In these 
calculations we investigate the effect of germanium coverage in the first and 
second layers upon the desorption energetics.  We also do a critical comparison 
of the results of cluster and slab calculations to each other and to experimental 
data through our mean-field analysis.  From the extensive work on hydrogen 
desorption from silicon surfaces it is clear that hydrogen can also desorb through 
interdimer channels. Thus, we assess the importance of the interdimer channels 
for silicon-germanium.  With the presence of germanium, a greater number of 
adsorption states are available on silicon-germanium in comparison to pure silicon, 
and thus, a greater number of interdimer channels are possible.  For the 
silicon-germanium surface, there are, for instance, five different 4H desorption 
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channels.  Importantly, as the hydrogen coverage changes during TPD, the 
relative importance of these channels can change.  We address the population 
statistics through a mean-field theory.  
 
3.2 Methods 
We use a 2-dimer cluster with fifteen silicon (or germanium) atoms, and a 4-dimer 
cluster with 27 silicon (or germanium atoms to model the surface when 
calculating barriers for the interdimer paths, although the results reported here are 
from the four-dimer cluster.  In the 2-dimer cluster calculations, the dimer atoms 
are fully relaxed, the second-layer atoms relaxed in the plane of the surface, while 
the third and fourth layer atoms are relaxed only in the direction perpendicular to 
the surface.  A mixed basis set is used with the 6-311G** basis set for the 
surface silicon, germanium and adsorbed hydrogen atoms and the 6-31G* basis 
set for the other atoms.  The geometry optimization constraints are the same in 
the 4-dimer cluster and a basis set of 6-31G* is used for all the atoms.  For 
intradimer calculations, a 3-dimer cluster with 21 silicon atoms is used.  The 
same relaxation constraints are used.  Calculations were performed with varying 
numbers of germanium atoms in the first layer.  The effect of germanium in 
either the dimer/dimers from which desorption occurs or in the neighboring 
dimers is considered.  We also performed calculations with germanium atoms in 
the second layer.  In the 3-dimer (intradimer) and 4-dimer (interdimer) 
calculations, the effect of hydrogen coverage is investigated by allowing the 
neighboring dimers to be either vacant or fully hydrogenated.  The nonlocal 
Becke three-parameter exchange [27] and the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation [28] 
B3LYP functional is used. The results are summarized in Table 3.1.  The various 
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adsorption configurations considered in our calculations are indicated in Figs. 3.1 
and 3.2. 
 
The plane wave pseudopotential slab calculations are performed using our own 
planewave code for a (2×4) supercell with six layers. The topmost 5 layers are 
fully relaxed without any constraints while atoms in the bottom layer are fixed at 
bulk-like geometry. Dangling bonds at the bottom of the slab are terminated with 
hydrogen.  The vacuum thickness is approximately 10Å. A cutoff energy of 30 
Ry was used.  We performed calculations with both one k-point (0, 1/4, 0), and 
three k-points (0, 1/4, 0) and (1/3, ±1/4, 0).  The first direction is along the dimer 
rows, the second is along the dimer bonds, and the third is perpendicular to the 
slab surface.  Electron exchange correlation is approximated with the 
Perdew-Burke-Ernzehof [29] generalized gradient approximation functional.  
The silicon ion cores are treated using completely separable norm-conserving 
nonlocal pseudopotentials in the Kleinman-Bylander form [30].  Geometry 
optimizations are first performed for the monohydride and desorbed states, and 
desorption paths are traced by constraining the appropriate degrees of freedom.  
The details are described in Ref. 20.  The effect of varying germanium 
composition in the first layer, and hydrogen coverage are investigated.  We also 
replace the second layer silicon with germanium in order to investigate the effect 
of subsurface composition.  In addition, calculations were performed at varying 
lattice constants to simulate the change in the lattice constant when germanium 
atoms are present.  The results of the slab calculations are summarized in Table 
3.2 and the various adsorption configurations considered in our calculations are 
indicated in the Figs. 3.1 and 3.2.  The energies in brackets are obtained from the 
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three k-point calculations; we performed these three k-point calculations for the 
minimum number of configurations that are needed to simulate the corresponding 
thermal desorption spectra. 
 
A number of interactions are important in determining the populations of the 
various adsorption configurations.  In our mean-field calculations, we include 
Epair, Emix, ESi and EGe.  The first interaction Epair is the pairing energy between 
two hydrogen atoms adsorbed on a dimer to form a doubly-occupied dimer.  That 
is, it is the decrease in energy when two singly-occupied dimers form a 
doubly-occupied dimer and a vacant dimer.  The mixing energy Emix, is the 
decrease in energy, per dimer, when a pure silicon dimer and a pure germanium 
dimer forms two mixed silicon-germanium dimers.  We account for the 
difference in the bond energies of the Si-H and Ge-H bonds through ESi and EGe.   
Given these interactions, the population of each dimer type can be computed.  
There are three types of vacant dimers: Si-Si, Si-Ge, and Ge-Ge.  Similarly, there 
are four types of singly-occupied dimers and three types of doubly-occupied 
dimers.   The fractions of these ten dimer types are calculated using statistical 
mechanics by minimizing the free energy(ΔG) with constraints of surface 
hydrogen/germanium coverage. (see equation below) Using these populations we 
calculate the probability for finding each interdimer adsorption configuration 
assuming that the interaction between dimers is not strong, i.e., we invoke a 
random arrangement of the dimer types on the surface.   With this mean-field 
assumption the free-energy can be minimized numerically to give the populations 
of each adsorption configuration as a function of temperature and hydrogen and 
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3.3 Results and discussion 
3.3.1 Cluster and slab calculation results 
3.3.1.1 Effect of neighboring hydrogenation 
We first discuss the effect of adsorbed hydrogen atoms on dimers neighboring the 
desorption site.  We used slab calculations to probe this effect.  For the 
intradimer Si-Si dimer the influence of neighboring hydrogen adatoms can be seen 
by comparing configurations A (Si-Si intradimer with high hydrogen coverage) 
and A3 (Si-Si intradimer with low hydrogen coverage) in Table 3.2 (for slab 
results). The barrier is slightly higher by 0.16 eV when neighboring dimers are 
hydrogenated than when they are vacant.  This difference is the largest amongst 
all the configurations considered for the effect of hydrogen coverage.  Effect of 
neighboring hydrogen becomes less significant if desorption is from Si-Ge or 
Ge-Ge sites.  Comparing desorption from configuration C and C3, or 
configuration D and D3, we find the desorption barrier is increased by 0.13 eV 
and 0.11 eV respectively.  With regards to the interdimer 2H pathway our 
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calculation shows that the barrier is increased by only 0.01-0.04 eV.  The general 
conclusion is that neighboring hydrogen adatoms increase the adsorption barrier 
by a small amount for intradimer and 4H interdimer channels and have negligible 
effects for the 2H interdimer channels.  We attribute this small barrier increase to 
the H-H pairing energy between hydrogen atoms on neighboring dimers in the 
adsorption states. Or this may be due to partially π bond formed between the 
surface silicon or germanium atoms of the neighboring dimers after hydrogen 
desorption in the transition states.  This pairing energy is found to be much 
smaller than the intradimer H-H pairing energy(0.25-0.3eV) indicating a weaker 
H-H interaction between neighboring dimers in comparison to the intradimer H-H 
interaction.  
 
3.3.1.2 Effect of germanium atoms 
The effect of germanium is discussed next.  From Table 3.1, it can be seen that 
the intradimer barriers are comparable for the Si-Si dimer (configuration A) and 
the Si*-Ge dimer (configuration B).  In the latter configuration, the silicon atom 
at the adsite is buckled up.  The cluster calculation barriers for these 
configurations, 2.94 eV and 2.98 eV respectively, are approximately 0.5 eV higher 
than those for the Ge-Ge dimer (configuration D) (2.49 eV) and other Si-Ge* 
dimer (configuration C) (2.44 eV) that has the germanium atom buckled up.  
This trend is consistent with the idea that the desorption barrier depends upon the 
bond strength of the bond that is partially broken at the transition state.  The 
transition state for the intradimer channel has the desorbing hydrogen molecule 
located above the buckled-down atom.  Thus, in the case of the Si-Si dimer and 
the Si*-Ge dimer, the bond that is already partially broken at the transition state is 
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a silicon-hydrogen bond, and the barrier is higher than the other two 
configurations.  The barriers that we obtain here are comparable to those from 
Refs. 25 and 26 that use different relaxation constraints and basis set.  The 
difference of approximately 0.5 eV in the barriers between the Si-Si dimer and the 
Si*-Ge dimer on the one hand and the Ge-Ge dimer and the Si-Ge* dimer on the 
other hand is also observed in Refs. 25 and 26. Our slab calculations also similarly 
predict a difference of approximately 0.4 eV in desorption barriers.  As can be 
seen in Table 3.2, the desorption barriers from the Si-Si and Si*-Ge dimers are 
both 2.42 eV while the Ge-Ge and Si-Ge* dimers have barriers of 2.02 eV and 
2.03 eV respectively.  For calculations with three k-points, these barriers are 2.42, 
2.41, 1.97 and 2.01 eV, respectively.  
 
For interdimer channels, a similar trend as above is observed.  Desorption from 
germanium atoms result in a lower barrier than desorption from silicon atoms.  
Thus, the interdimer desorption barrier falls into three groups, quite independently 
of whether it is for a 4H, 3H or 2H channel.  The highest barriers are observed 
for interdimer desorption from two silicon atoms.  For the 4H channel these are 
configurations G (2.59 eV) (Si-Si adsite) and J (2.62 eV) (also Si-Si adsite) in 
Table 3.1 and configurations G (2.33eV for one k-point, 2.27eV for three k-points) 
and J (2.36 eV for one k-point, 2.30 eV for three k-points) in Table 3.2.  In 
configuration G the adsite straddles two Si-Si dimers, while in J the adsite 
straddles a Si-Si dimer and a Si-Ge dimer (see Fig. 3.2). The transition state in 
interdimer channels has the desorbing molecule located approximately halfway 
between the two dimers.  Thus, in desorbing from these adsorption 
configurations the partially broken bonds are both silicon-hydrogen bonds.   For 
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the next group of interdimer desorption barriers one silicon-hydrogen and one 
germanium-hydrogen bond are partially broken at the transition state.  Again for 
the 4H channel, these are cluster configurations N (2.38 eV) and Q (2.39 eV) in 
Table 3.1 and slab configurations N (1.76 eV for one k-point, 1.72 eV for three 
k-points) and Q (1.83 eV for one k-point, 1.77 eV for three k-points) in Table 3.2.  
These are configurations with a Si-Ge adsite. Finally, interdimer desorption from 
two germanium atoms give the lowest barriers; these are the 4H configuration T 
(2.16 eV) in the cluster calculations and the configuration T (1.48 eV) in the slab 
calculations.  From these results, it is clear that each germanium atom at the 
adsorption site decreases the barrier by a small amount.  In most cases, both in 
the slab and the cluster calculations there is a decrease of approximately 0.3 to 0.4 
eV.  An exception is the large decrease between desorption from a pair of silicon 
atoms and from a silicon-germanium atom pair of approximately 0.6 eV.  In all 
cases, there is negligible effect from a neighboring germanium atom located on 
one of the two dimers straddled by the adsite but not part of the adsite.  In 
interdimer 2H desorption channel, for example, when hydrogen desorbing from a 
interdimer Si-Ge pair adsites but with the opposite dimer sites of both 
silicon(configuration K) or one Si and one Ge(configuration L), the desorption 
barriers show a difference of 0.04eV in cluster calculations. Slightly higher 
difference 0.06 eV is observed in slab calculation results. The results indicate the 
effect of germanium is rather local and there is little interaction between the 
desorbing hydrogen atoms and the non-adsite sites of the active dimer in the 
interdimer transition states. 
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A slightly different issue is the effect of the arrangement rather than the overall 
composition of the two adsorption dimers.  In both sets of configurations L, M, 
N and O, P, Q in Table 3.1, there are two silicon and two germanium atoms in the 
two adsorption dimers.  The calculated barriers are the same for these 
configurations for 2H, 3H and 4H channels.  Thus, cluster calculations show no 
difference between interdimer desorption barriers from a pair of mixed dimers or 
from a pair consisting of one silicon dimer and one germanium dimer.  There is a 
slight difference in the adsorption energy, at least in the 2H and 3H channels, 
implying a small mixing energy for the hydrogenated dimer.  For the slab 
calculations, however, the mixed dimer configuration Q has a barrier of 1.83 eV 
which is approximately 0.07 eV higher than the barrier for the pure dimer 
configuration N (1.76 eV) for the 4H channel.  The order is, however, reversed 
for the 2H channel.  This reverse is also observed for the reaction energies of 4H 
and 2H channels. Considering the fact that the 4H channel desorption states is 
actually the 2H channel adsorption states, this reverse in reaction energies 
indicates that mixing dimers are favored on clean surface by  0.048 eV/dimer 
while pure dimers are more favorite on hydrogenated surface by 0.007 eV/dimer. 
Similar phenomena are obtained in 4-dimer cluster calculations but with much 
smaller energy difference. The energy differences are 0.028 eV/dimer and 0.006 
eV/dimer, respectively.  The same relative heights of these barriers are obtained 
from the three k-point calculations.  In general, the three k-point calculations 
predict barriers that are within 0.1 eV of the one k-point calculations.  Most of 
the barriers decrease with this increase in the number of k-points, with the largest 
decrease of 0.09 eV for configuration T, the 4H channel for desorption from a pair 
of germanium atoms.  The only configuration that gives a higher barrier for three 
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k-points is configuration F, the 3H Si-Si channel where the barrier increased from 
1.97 eV to 2.02 eV. 
 
In addition to the influence of germanium atoms located at the adsorption site or at 
the adsorption dimer (for the interdimer channels), we also considered the effect 
of germanium atoms located in neighboring dimers.  Calculations were 
performed for desorption from Si-Si adsites for the intradimer, and the 2H and 4H 
interdimer configurations: A2, E2 and G2 respectively.  Comparing these to the 
results for configurations A, E and G, in cluster calculations the largest difference 
observed is a decrease of approximately 0.04 eV in the intradimer barrier when 
the silicon atoms on both neighboring dimers are switched to germanium.  For 
slab calculations, the results are similar, with the largest difference of only 0.03 
eV, especially for intradimer desorption channels either from Si-Si dimer or 
Ge-Ge dimer, no barrier change has been found.  Our calculations for effect of 
neighboring Ge is well in agreement with Bent and coworkers’ cluster results in 
which a maximum 1.2 kcal/mol(0.05 eV) difference is obtained for interdimer 
channels.  We conclude that the presence of germanium affects the desorption 
barrier significantly only when it is directly involved in the desorption process, 
that is, if one or both atoms of the adsite is/are germanium.  We have seen above 
that in the case of an interdimer adsite, the presence of a neighboring germanium 
atom in the dimer pair straddled by the adsite has a negligible effect.  Similarly, 
the composition of neighboring dimers also has a negligible effect on the 
desorption barrier in both interdimer and intradimer configurations.  
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The calculations that we have presented here (both cluster and slab) predict a 
decrease in the average desorption barrier with germanium coverage at the surface.  
Assuming a decrease of 0.35 eV for each germanium atom at the adsorption site 
as we have found for the interdimer channels, and taking a random distribution of 
silicon and germanium atoms forming surface dimers and taking a random 
distribution of hydrogen atoms on these dimers, we expect the average barrier to 
depend upon germanium coverage as E = E0 – 0.7θ eV, where E0 is the desorption 
barrier for the pure silicon surface and θ is the germanium coverage.   Making a 
connection to experimental work, analysis of thermal desorption spectra in Refs. 9 
and 10 gave ESi = 2.52 – 0.3θGe eV for desorption from silicon adsites, and EGe = 
1.80 + 0.17θSi eV for desorption from germanium adsites.  These expressions 
were obtained from analyzing the kinetics of the three independent channels 
assumed in Refs. 9 and 10.  By combining these expressions and assuming the 
same random arrangement of silicon and germanium atoms we can obtain an 
experimental value for the average barrier for desorption.  Keeping only the 
linear dependence upon germanium coverage, we get E = 2.52 – 0.85θ eV.  The 
dependence upon θ that we find from the density functional theory calculations is 
reasonable considering our rather rough estimate.  Silicon and germanium atoms 
are probably quite randomly distributed on the surface but hydrogen atoms prefer 
to bind to silicon rather than germanium.  Hence, at low hydrogen coverage the 
silicon sites are filled up first, and we do not expect the germanium coverage 
dependence of the desorption barrier E = E0 – 0.7θ eV suggested by density 
functional theory calculations to be observed experimentally.  At higher 
hydrogen coverages we expect this germanium coverage dependence to be 
important.  We also point out here that the expressions for ESi and EGe given in 
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Refs. 9 and 10 were interpreted in terms of the effect of the average composition 
of the neighboring surface atoms on, respectively, the silicon-silicon channel and 
the germanium-germanium channel.  This is slightly different from our 
considerations here.   As we will discuss below, it may not be entirely correct to 
treat the thermal desorption spectrum as the sum of three independent channels 
with populations that do not equilibrate within the adsorb layer.  Making a 
connection between the coefficient of θ in the expressions in Refs. 9 and 10 and 
molecular interactions is therefore difficult.  
 
Another issue of interest in relation to the presence of germanium is the effect of 
second layer germanium atoms upon the desorption barrier.  Calculations were 
performed for the intradimer channel, and the interdimer 2H and 4H channels for 
desorption from pure silicon dimers only.  In the slab calculations all second 
layer silicon atoms below the pair of dimers considered are replaced with 
germanium, while in the cluster calculations all second layer atoms are replaced 
with germanium. The slab calculations show a negligible decrease in the 
desorption barrier with second layer germanium, with the largest decrease of 0.05 
eV for the interdimer 2H channel.  The results from cluster calculations are more 
varied.  The intradimer barrier is not changed, the interdimer 2H barrier 
decreases by 0.09 eV, and the interdimer 4H barrier increases by 0.04 eV.   Our 
conclusion from these results is that the identity of the second layer atoms does 
not affect the barrier significantly. 
 
Our density functional theory calculations find negligible influence by the 
composition of the second-layer.  In contrast, results from alloy and surface 
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studies have led to suggestions that second-layer germanium affects the desorption 
rate [9,10].  The effect of second-layer composition on the barrier is probed by 
comparing desorption from Ge/Si(100) and Si/Ge(100) both with first-layer 
germanium coverage of approximately 50%.  The peak temperature of the silicon 
monohydride peak moves from about 470ºC for Ge/Si(100) to about 380ºC for 
Si/Ge(100).  They argue reasonably that this is evidence that the second-layer 
affects the Si barrier.  However, the peak temperature for desorption from 
germanium monohydride remains at 330ºC for both samples.   A similar lack of 
effect on the germanium peak temperature is also observed in Fig. 3.3a where the 
Ge/Si(100) sample in Fig. 3.3b is annealed to allow Ge to segregate to the top 
layer.  The desorption spectra is very much the same as that for the pure 
germanium surface.  It is suggested that the presence of germanium in the second 
layer affects the barrier for desorption from silicon but does not have any effect on 
the barrier for desorption from Ge.  Actually there is also experimental data 
which supports the negligible influence of sublayer germanium.  Russell and 
Ekerdt deposited silicon-germanium alloy on Si(100) surface by 
disilane/digermane and study hydrogen desorption through TPD.  They found the 
desorption peak temperature shifts to low temperature during first monolayer alloy 
growth but does not further shift when deposition reached 3-4 ML, indicates 
hydrogen desorption kinetics does not substantially affected by subsurface 
germanium, but only the surface germanium composition.[2]   
 
An alternative way to interpret this data is to consider silicon segregation at the 
Ge/Si(100) surface.  This would lead to a larger fraction of mixed 
silicon-germanium monohydride on the Si/Ge(100) surface than on the Ge/Si(100) 
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surface. The contribution of the mixed monohydride channel, although occurring 
at a lower temperature, overlaps quite substantially with the silicon monohydride 
peak in the analysis in Refs. 9 and 10.  Thus, it is reasonably to expect the high 
temperature maximum in Si/Ge(100) would occur at a lower temperature than in 
Ge/Si(100).   While the segregation of germanium to the surface occurs even 
when there is hydrogen present, it is suggested that for temperatures below 400ºC 
the segregation rate is small, especially since the surface has high hydrogen 
coverage [8].  On the other hand, there is evidence [13,23] that hydrogen induced 
silicon segregation occurs even at room temperature.  For instance, in Ref. 23, 
the intensity of the Si-H (Ge-H) IR signal increases (decreases) significantly 
between 260ºC and 300ºC for germanium-terminated Si(100).  
 
The replacement of silicon with germanium at the surface also results in a slightly 
expanded surface to accommodate the larger atom.  Thus the presence of 
germanium might affect desorption kinetics not electronically but also through a 
change in the lattice constant. We simulate this by varying the supercell lattice 
constant.  We linearly weight the silicon and germanium lattice constants, thus 
using 0.7λSi + 0.3λGe  to approximate the relaxed silicon-germanium lattice 
constant for a Si0.7Ge0.3 alloy.  As the results in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show, 
expanding the lattice produces negligible effect on both the adsorption energies 
and the desorption barriers.  The largest change in the desorption barrier is a 0.04 
eV increase for the interdimer 2H channel for both pure silicon and pure 
germanium. By comparing the geometries of adsorption, desorption and transition 
states with different lattice constant, we find though the lattice of slab is increased 
by 30% towards Ge lattice, the surface configurations are almost unchanged. The 
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bond length and dimer buckling angles are changed by less than 1%. Strain 
induced by the bulk lattice can largely be sufficient relaxed on surface dimers.  
 
3.3.1.3 Further analysis for calculation results 
To summarize the above discussion, density functional theory calculations suggest 
that germanium influences desorption of hydrogen only when one or both of the 
adsorption site atoms is germanium.  The barrier is decreased by approximately 
0.3 to 0.4 eV per germanium atom at the adsorption site.  Neighboring 
germanium atoms, whether within the same dimers as the adsorption sites for 
interdimer channels, or on neighboring dimers for intradimer channels do not have 
significant effects.  This does not support the idea that germanium atoms exert a 
long-range electronic effect.  The presence of germanium atoms in the second 
layer also appears to have negligible effects.  This is a significant inconsistency 
between the density functional theory calculations and the interpretation of 
experimental desorption spectra in Refs. 9 and 10. We also considered a change in 
the lattice constant due to the presence of germanium within the surface layers.  
This did not change the desorption barriers significantly. 
 
There are essentially two sources for the barrier differences between our cluster 
and slab calculations, namely cluster-size effect and the density functional used. 
The effect of cluster-size has been investigated previously [31]. Although Ref. 31 
studied hydrogen desorption from Si(100)-(2×1) and considered only the 
intradimer mechanism, similar conclusions should apply to the silicon-germanium 
surfaces studied here. The dependence upon cluster size was investigated for the 
density functionals LDA, PW91, BP and BLYP.  It was shown that regardless of 
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the density functional used the desorption barrier predicted using cluster 
calculations steadily decreases toward the slab barrier as the cluster size increases 
[31]. The frequently used one-dimer cluster Si9H12 significantly overestimates the 
barrier for desorption and predicts the incorrect unbuckled structure for the 
surface dimer.  The three-dimer cluster Si21H20 gives closer agreement with slab 
calculations although it is observed that there are still differences even for this 
somewhat large cluster size [31].  We used three-dimer and four-dimer clusters 
and expect that our predicted barriers have not converged with respect to cluster 
size.  It is pointed out in Ref. 31 that the difference in the predicted barrier arises 
mainly from differences in the energy of the clean surface; cluster calculations 
have electronic states that are too localized to correctly describe the correct 
electronic states of the clean surface.      
 
It has also been previously shown that different density functionals predict 
different barriers.  Using a small Si2H6 cluster to mimic the desorption geometry, 
the predicted barriers using PW91, BP, BLYP and B3LYP were compared against 
results from a quadratic configuration interaction calculation [32,33]. Since the 
cluster is too small, the barriers are not reliable but the dependence upon the 
density functional should be indicative of trends in larger clusters. The PW91 and 
BP functionals predicted barriers that are smaller than CI results by approximately 
0.5 eV.  The best agreement with CI results was obtained with B3LYP functional 
which is the approximation used in our cluster calculations.  
 
A more recent calculation using larger clusters (up to four-dimer clusters) 
compared the B3LYP and the PW91 functionals to results from a quantum 
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Monte-Carlo treatment of electron correlation [34].  The results from this work 
confirmed the cluster size effect found earlier in Ref. 31, and showed that, 
compared to smaller clusters, the Si27H24 cluster gave closer but still different 
barriers from slab calculations using the same density functional.  This indicates 
a cluster-size effect even for the four-dimer cluster.  For PW91 (B3LYP), 
intradimer barriers decreased from 2.86 (3.40) eV for the one-dimer Si9H12 cluster 
to 2.35 (2.91) eV for the four-dimer Si27H24 cluster [34]. The calculations showed 
that both these functionals predicted intradimer barriers different from the 
quantum Monte-Carlo results of 3.65 eV and 3.03 eV for the one-dimer and 
four-dimer clusters, respectively. These results show that the treatment of electron 
correlation in current density functionals is not adequate. On the other hand, 
configuration interaction calculations have, thus far, predicted the incorrect 
unbuckled (symmetric) structure for the clean dimer although calculations have so 
far been performed for one-dimer [35, 36] and two-dimer clusters [37] which are 
most certainly too small to describe the surface electronic states adequately.  The 
B3LYP results are in good agreement with our cluster calculations even though 
different basis sets were used, so the differences are likely not due to basis set 
effects. 
 
One difference between the results of the slab and cluster calculations that turns 
out to be interesting in our discussion below is in the ordering of desorption 
barriers for the interdimer and the intradimer channels.  In the slab calculations, 
the intradimer barriers are all higher than the interdimer barriers except for the 4H 
Si-Si.  This latter channel has a barrier that is slightly lower than the Si-Si 
intradimer barrier and slightly higher than the Si-Ge and Ge-Ge intradimer 
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barriers.  In the cluster calculations the barriers for desorption from the same 
type of atom pair are comparable for the interdimer and the intradimer channels.  
In some cases, for the same atom pair at the adsite, the interdimer channels have a 
higher barrier, while in others the intradimer channels have a higher barrier.  We 
can also make a comparison of the adsorption energies and desorption barriers 
among the interdimer channels.  For all the configurations we calculated, the 4H 
channel has the largest adsorption energy, the 3H channel the next highest and the 
2H channel has the lowest adsorption energy.  This is the case for both our 
cluster and slab calculations and is also the case in the similar cluster calculations 
of Refs. 25 and 26.  The trend is easily understood in terms of hydrogen atom 
pairing on the dimers.  We also observe that for each interdimer configuration 
the desorption barrier from our cluster calculations for the 4H channel is the 
smallest, and that the 3H and 2H barriers are approximately the same.  This is 
comparable to the cluster calculations in Refs. 25 and 26 where the 4H barriers are 
also found to be the smallest, followed by the 2H channel and the 3H channel.  
The relative ordering is, however, different in our slab calculations.  We observe 
that the 4H channel has the largest desorption barrier, followed by the 3H channel 
and then the 2H channel.  Thus, although different calculations can provide 
consistently ordered adsorption energies, the ordering for the barriers can be rather 
different. We will discuss later the effect of this difference upon the predicted 
thermal desorption spectrum. 
 
3.3.2 Mean field simulation for TPD spectra 
3.3.2.1 Spectra from cluster results 
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We now consider the mean-field model calculation of thermal desorption spectra 
using the energetics from the cluster and slab calculations.  Experimentally, it is 
well-established that as the germanium coverage increases both the high and the 
low temperature maxima shift toward lower temperature.  The results presented 
in Refs. 9 and 10 also show that the thermal desorption spectra can be fitted using 
three second-order desorption peaks.  For us, this does not imply that the 
underlying mechanism consist of three second-order channels but rather provides 
a criterion for assessing the accuracy of the spectral shape.  We find that using 
four second-order peaks to fit the experimental data provides more than one single 
best fit for our calculated spectra, while using two second-order peaks does not 
provide a good fit at all.  We will, therefore discuss the calculated spectra in 
terms of whether the maxima shift in the correct direction with germanium 
coverage and how well the spectra can be reproduced using three second-order 
peaks.  That is, we will attempt to compare our calculations to experimental data 
rather than the results of analysis of experimental data.  The parameters used in 
the mean-field calculations are summarized in Table 3.3. The spectra calculated 
using cluster parameters are shown in Fig. 3.3 while spectra calculated using slab 
parameters are shown in Fig. 3.5.  For each set of parameters spectra for three 
different Ge coverages equal to 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 are simulated. 
 
The spectra simulated with cluster parameters can be fitted very well using three 
second-order desorption components.  If we attribute the high temperature, 
medium temperature and low temperature components used in the fit to desorption 
from silicon adsites, mixed adsites and germanium adsites, respectively, the 
results of the fit can be used to calculate the germanium coverage.  The 
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calculated germanium coverage are in reasonable agreement with the actual 
germanium coverage used in the simulations.  We used germanium coverages of 
0.25, 0.50 and 0.75, and the fitting procedure yielded germanium coverages of 
0.28, 0.54 and 0.78, respectively. Thus, the calculated desorption spectra can be 
fitted well assuming even though the model underlying the fitting procedure is 
completely different from that used to calculate the desorption spectra.   
 
We also immediately see that the cluster parameters cannot be reliable because the 
high temperature maximum shifts in the wrong direction with germanium 
coverage; as the germanium coverage increases the maximum shifts to higher 
temperature.  This is even though the spectra can be fitted rather well using three 
second-order peaks.  The shift in each of the maxima is due to the change with 
germanium coverage in the peak temperature of a corresponding major channel.  
The main contribution to the high temperature peak, for germanium coverage as 
high as 60% is from the 4H Si-Si channel, with small contributions from the 
intradimer Si-Ge and 4H Si-Ge channels.  The major channels at low to medium 
Ge coverages are the 4H Si-Si, Si-Ge and Ge-Ge channels, consistent with a 
plausible analysis of experimental data by Greene.  However, for germanium 
coverage of 75%, the Si-Ge intradimer channel becomes more important.  The 
maximum temperature for the 4H Si-Si channel (which is second-order and 
requires two silicon adsorption sites) shifts upwards in temperature as the 
germanium coverage increases.  Since this channel is the major contributor to the 
high-temperature peak in the calculated spectrum, the calculated shift in 
maximum temperature is expected, though the 4H Si-Si channel is still shifting to 
the right direction - the lower temperature.  The main contribution to the low 
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temperature peak is solely from the 4H Ge-Ge channel except for the 25% 
germanium concentration which has a significant contribution from 4H Si-Ge 
channel.  The maximum temperature for this peak shifts downwards in 
temperature as the Ge coverage increases, consistent with the experimental data. 
 
By guessing that the high-temperature peak shifts incorrectly with germanium 
coverage because it is dominated by a (second-order) interdimer channel, we 
adjusted the intradimer barriers downwards.  The high-temperature maximum 
shifts in the right direction if the barriers of the intradimer channels are uniformly 
decreased by 0.2 eV.  The calculated spectra are shown in Fig. 3.4. With this 
adjustment the high temperature peak depends significantly upon both the 4H 
Si-Si and the intradimer Si-Ge channels, with the former being the main 
contributor at low Ge coverage.  The intradimer channel contribution is larger 
than that from the 4H Si-Si channel by the time Ge coverage is 50%, and is almost 
the only contributor when Ge coverage gets to 75%.  This change in the major 
channel contributing to the high-temperature peak reproduces the experimentally 
observed shift in the high-temperature maximum with changes in germanium 
coverage. In addition, the spectra at different germanium coverages calculated 
with the intradimer barriers adjusted downwards by 0.2 eV can all be well-fitted 
using three second-order desorption components (that imply germanium 
coverages in good agreement with the actual coverages used in our mean-field 
calculations) even though there is at least an important intradimer channel.   
 
We draw two important conclusions here.  First, as we have suggested above 
when discussing the results of our density functional theory calculations, the 
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calculated desorption barriers are not as reliable as the adsorption energies.  In 
particular, the ordering of the intradimer barriers relative to the interdimer barriers 
may not be correctly reproduced in the density functional theory calculations, and 
this is clearly seen in the predicted thermal desorption spectra.  This difficulty in 
calculating accurate barriers, particularly when comparing intradimer with 
interdimer barriers is consistent with our experience with hydrogen desorption 
from silicon [20].  The results of our desorption spectra calculations suggest that 
cluster calculations either underestimate the interdimer barrier or overestimate the 
intradimer barrier or both.   
 
Second, the calculated spectra with the adjusted intradimer barriers are well-fitted 
with three second-order curves despite having a major contribution to the 
high-temperature peak coming from a first-order channel.  Interpreting the 
second-order curves used to fit the calculated spectra as three second-order 
channels (silicon-silicon, silicon-germanium and germanium-germanium) yields 
germanium coverages in good agreement with the actual germanium coverages 
used in calculating the spectra. This shows that fitting experimental data well with 
three second-order channels does not necessarily imply that there are three actual 
desorption paths corresponding to silicon adsites, mixed adsites and germanium 
adsites.  
 
3.3.2.2 Spectra from slab results 
We now discuss thermal desorption spectra calculated using parameters from slab 
calculations.  The spectra are shown in Fig. 3.5.  These are obtained using one 
k-point barriers; we compare these to the spectra obtain from the three k-point 
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barriers later.  As above we compare the calculated spectra by considering the 
shifts in the maxima with germanium coverage, and by how well we can fit the 
spectra using three second-order peaks.  The high temperature maximum shifts to 
lower temperatures when germanium coverage increases.  This is mainly due to 
the change in the dominant channel with germanium coverage.  At low 
germanium coverage the main contribution is from the 3H interdimer Si-Si 
channel (consistent with what we found in our work on hydrogen desorption from 
silicon [20], while at high germanium coverage the main contribution, by a small 
margin, is from the 4H interdimer Ge-Ge channel with significant contributions 
from a number of other channels.   Spectra from slab results predict a large shift 
for thee high temperature peak and a small shift magnitude for the low 
temperature, in consistent with experimental observation.  However, it is clear 
that the barriers from slab calculations are also not reliable because the high and 
low temperature peaks in the spectra are too widely separated even though the 
peak temperatures shift in the experimentally observed direction; the spectra are 
not well-fitted at all using three second-order desorption curves.  Thus, the 
shapes of the calculated spectra are not in good agreement with the experimental 
spectra.   
 
It appears that the difference between the highest barrier (intradimer Si-Si) and the 
lowest barrier (2H interdimer Ge-Ge) is too large in the slab calculations.  We 
show that this is the case by rescaling the spread in the barriers. This is done by 
pegging the Si-Si intradimer barrier, adjusting the 2H Ge-Ge interdimer barrier 
upwards by 0.3 eV and rescaling the other energies linearly in the adjusted range.  
With this adjustment the temperature difference between the high and the low 
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temperature peaks is the same as in experimental data which is about 150ºC for 
germanium coverage of 0.43.  With this adjustment of the barriers, the calculated 
spectra, plotted in Fig. 3.6, can be well-fitted with three second-order curves.  
Again the predicted germanium coverage, assuming that these three second-order 
curves are due to Si-Si, Si-Ge and Ge-Ge desorption channels, are in reasonable 
agreement with the actual germanium coverage used in calculating the spectra.  
The spectra calculations are for 25%, 50% and 75% germanium, and the predicted 
germanium coverages from the fitting procedure are 35%, 59% and 80%.   
 
The main contribution to the low temperature peak is still interdimer 4H Ge-Ge.  
The interdimer 3H Si-Si channel is main contributor of high temperature peak 
while the 4H interdimer Si-Si and intradimer Si-Si channels also have significant 
contributions to the high temperature feature at low Ge coverage. There is also a 
large contribution from 4H interdimer Si-Ge channel at temperatures between the 
temperatures of the two maxima in the spectra. This highlights the importance of 
taking the mixed silicon-germanium channel into consideration when analyzing 
data.   It is known from both theoretical [38-40] and experimental [41] work that 
mixed dimers are favored thermodynamically over separation of silicon and 
germanium atoms into pure silicon and germanium dimers.    In our simulations, 
the mixed dimer is favored over the pure dimers by 0.05 eV per dimer.  By 
turning this interaction off, we can compute the desorption spectrum for a random 
distribution of the silicon and germanium atoms and compare that to the spectrum 
where the dimer population is controlled thermodynamically. For calculations 
using cluster parameters the results are shown in Fig. 3.7a.  We see only a small 
difference in the simulated spectra for germanium coverage of 50%.  In contrast, 
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the simulation using slab parameters, in Fig. 3.7b shows a much larger difference.   
We trace this difference to the different ways in which mixed channels contribute 
to the desorption signal.  In the case of the cluster parameters, desorption from 
mixed dimer channels contribute over a large range of temperatures including 
both the high and the low temperature peaks.  With slab parameters, mixed 
channels contribute only to the low temperature end of the high temperature peak.  
Thus, depending upon the actual mechanisms taking place, accurate prediction of 
the shape of desorption spectra can depend crucially upon getting the population 
statistics of the various adsorption configurations right. 
 
3.3.2.3 Hydrogen migration during TPD process 
Surface hydrogen diffusion is an important process during thermal desorption. To 
explain the decrease of peak temperature with increasing surface germanium 
composition, two desorption mechanism are proposed and discussed[1-3,42,43]: 
one is hydrogen migrates from silicon to germanium and desorbs rapidly there due 
to the low desorption barrier on germanium atoms; the other is an opposite 
suggesting hydrogen migrates from germanium sites to silicon sites since Si-H 
bonds is energetically more stable, and the low temperature shift of peak is due to 
a long-range effect induced by germanium which lowers the desorption barrier of 
H on silicon atoms. Both agree that H can move on the surface freely before 
desorption temperature is reached. 
 
Since surface diffusion of hydrogen is expected to occur during desorption, we 
assess this quantitatively in our thermal desorption simulations.  The population 
of each of the adsorption configurations changes with time as a result of both 
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desorption and equilibration with the other configurations.  In Fig. 3.8a (cluster 
desorption parameters) we plot the contribution to the desorption signal from 
silicon and germanium atoms and the total rate of change of the number of 
silicon-hydrogen and germanium-hydrogen bonds.   For the low temperature 
peak, the rate at which the number of germanium-hydrogen bonds decreases is 
slightly larger than the contribution from germanium atoms to the desorption 
spectrum.  This is reversed for the high temperature peak.  Thus, at low 
temperatures, germanium-hydrogen bonds are lost mainly to desorption with a 
small fraction migrating to silicon atoms.  For these desorption spectra 
calculations using cluster parameters, desorption also occurs from mixed dimers 
for the low temperature peak.  The vacated silicon atoms are more favorable sites 
for hydrogen atoms that are originally adsorbed on germanium.  For the high 
temperature peak, there is a significant contribution to the desorption signal from 
germanium adsorption sites even though the total change in the number of 
germanium-hydrogen bonds is very small.  Thus, the simulation shows that 
hydrogen migrates from silicon to germanium sites and subsequently desorbs 
rapidly at high temperatures.  The population of germanium-hydrogen bonds 
appears to be at a pseudo-steady-state. The results for calculations using slab 
parameters are shown in Fig. 3.8b.  In this case, for the low temperature peak, 
hydrogen migration does not appear to make a difference.  This is consistent with 
our observation that using slab parameters, the low temperature peak is due almost 
entirely to the 4H Ge-Ge interdimer channel.  In contrast to the calculations with 
cluster parameters, no mixed dimer desorption occurs, and thus no vacant silicon 
atoms are formed for the low temperature peak.  For the high temperature peak, 
on the other hand, there appears to be a large contribution to desorption from 
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germanium sites although the fraction of germanium-hydrogen bonds does not 
change rapidly, as in the calculations with cluster parameters. Thus, again, 
hydrogen atoms migrate from silicon to germanium atoms and subsequently 
desorb rapidly.  Given the significant contributions to the desorption signal from 
migrating hydrogen atoms, our simulations show that hydrogen equilibration on 
the surface should be accounted for in order to accurately model experimental 
spectra. 
 
3.3.2.4 TPD with 3 k-point slab parameters 
As we have seen, the slab calculations predict barriers that result in desorption 
spectra where the high and the low temperature peaks are too widely separated.   
Using the barriers from the three k-point calculations, the desorption peaks 
become even further separated.   This is due mainly to large decrease of 0.09 eV 
in the 4H Ge-Ge barrier which gives the main contribution to the low-temperature 
desorption peak.  The TPD spectra obtained using three k-point barriers are 
plotted in Fig. 3.9.  For a germanium coverage of 0.25, the low-temperature peak 
is at 546 K using one k-point barriers.  Using three k-point barriers, the 
low-temperature peak occurs at 514 K.   The high-temperature peak did not 
change significantly. The situation is slightly different for germanium coverage of 
0.75.  Here the low-temperature peak changes from 528 K for one k-point 
barriers to 498 K for three k-point barriers, while the high-temperature peak 
similarly shifts downwards from 720 K to 692 K.  The latter shift is due to the 
larger 3H Si-Si barrier in the three k-point calculations, thereby significantly 
reducing the contribution of this channel to the spectra for high germanium 
coverages. From these results, we conclude that the poor agreement between 
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experimental spectra and the simulated spectra using slab barriers is not improved 
with increasing the number of k-points in the slab calculations.  
 
3.3.2.5 Other implications on TPD fitting 
Having seen the detailed results of thermal desorption spectra calculated using 
cluster and slab parameters, we now discuss some general implications of this data 
for the analysis of experimental spectra.  In our calculations of desorption spectra 
we did not restrict the number of operative channels to the three (silicon adsite, 
mixed adsites and germanium adsites) that are usually assumed in analyzing 
experimental data.  There is good reason for using models that have only two or 
three channels since the experimental spectra show only two peaks.  However, 
although there are multiple channels in our desorption model, only two peaks are 
observed in the calculated spectra even for the case of the unadjusted slab barriers 
where the spread in the barriers is the largest.  Thus, it is not necessarily the case 
that multiple channels lead to observable multiple peaks.  In particular, we see 
that the individual contributions from the multiple channels are sufficiently close 
together that their contributions are not distinguishable as individual peaks.  Thus, 
the observation of only two peaks is not good evidence to rule out the presence of 
a number of channels with barriers that are not too different.  There is also an 
advantage in assuming only a small number of channels because it is easier to 
analyze experimental spectra with fewer channels.  In particular if lateral 
interactions that modify the barriers have to be invoked in order to fit the spectra, 
particularly the shifts in the maxima, it is less cumbersome. The usual explanation 
for shifts in the maxima goes as follows.  As the germanium coverage increases, 
the barriers for both the assumed silicon high-temperature and the germanium 
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low-temperature peaks decrease, and both maxima shift toward lower temperature.   
Thus, in order to fit the shifts, we only need invoke two composition-dependent 
parameters as in Refs. 9 and 10.  We think there are two issues with this 
procedure.  
 
First, density functional calculations suggest that germanium atoms do not exert 
much influence on desorption barriers from neighboring adsorption sites.  We 
think in this respect density functional calculations are reasonably reliable because 
we are comparing energetics from very similar reaction paths, as opposed to 
comparing a barrier from an intradimer path to that from an interdimer path.  
Thus, the simple explanation of thermal desorption spectra peak shifts by invoking 
composition-dependent barriers seems problematic.  Second, as we have seen 
from our spectra calculations using either cluster or slab parameters, the shifts in 
the temperatures of the maxima can be the result of the change in the dominant 
channel as germanium coverage changes.  In our mean-field calculations, there is 
no built-in dependence of the energy barrier upon germanium coverage, but we 
observed shifts in the temperatures of the maxima.   For instance, the way the 
shifts in the maxima occur in our calculations with slab barriers is through the 
change in the dominant channel as the germanium coverage changes.  Comparing 
the spectra for Ge=0.25, 0.50, 0.75 (with slab parameters) the low temperature 
maximum shifts with germanium coverage because the low temperature peak is 
almost entirely due to the second-order 4H Ge-Ge channel that requires 
neighboring germanium atoms.  The high temperature peak shift is a little more 
complicated.  Part of the shift is due to the change in the relative contribution of 
the different channels (that is, 4H Ge-Ge compared to 3H Si-Si) and also to the 
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shift in the peak temperatures of each of these channels, these being second-order 
channels.  Thus, even though it might be simpler to assume composition 
dependence of desorption barriers in fitting experimental spectra, it does not 
necessarily reflect what occurs fundamentally.  
 
Since the experimental desorption spectra is quite well fitted by summing the 
independent contributions of three second-order peaks, it is reasonable to 
conclude that hydrogen desorption from mixed silicon-germanium takes place 
predominantly through interdimer channels.  Analysis of the main channels in 
our simulations using either cluster or slab parameters is consistent with the 
predominant role of interdimer channels. However, that still leaves unanswered 
the question of why the use of three independent channels gives a successful 
fitting of experimental data even though surface rearrangements of germanium 
and hydrogen are expected.  In particular, identifying the three fitting curves as 
desorption from independent silicon-silicon, silicon-germanium and 
germanium-germanium sites allows good estimates of the surface germanium 
coverage.   We think that this procedure works well because intradimer channels 
(with populations that depend upon a mixing energy, and are thus not random) do 
not give the dominant contribution.  Since the interaction between atoms on 
neighboring dimers is much weaker than the interaction between the two atoms in 
a dimer, assuming a random distribution of silicon and germanium atoms in 




In an attempt to provide a molecular level understanding of hydrogen desorption 
from silicon-germanium, we have performed density functional theory 
calculations and combined the calculated energetics with a mean-field model to 
predict thermal desorption spectra.  We draw a number of conclusions.  We find 
that desorption barriers are not very well predicted by either cluster or slab 
calculations.  In the case of cluster calculations, the intradimer barriers appear to 
be slightly too high. This leads to a wrong direction in the shift of the high 
temperature peak in the desorption spectrum when germanium coverage changes.  
Decreasing these intradimer barriers by approximately 0.2 eV produces desorption 
spectra with the experimentally observed shifts.  In the case of slab calculations, 
the spread in the desorption barriers is larger than expected.  This leads to 
desorption spectra where the high and low temperature peaks are further apart 
than experimentally observed.  When the barriers are rescaled by decreasing the 
difference between the highest and the lowest barriers by approximately 0.3 eV, 
the calculated desorption spectra reproduce the experimentally observed 
temperature difference between the high and the low-temperature peaks.  We 
observe that these problems are due to the inaccurate predictions of the barriers of 
intradimer channels relative to interdimer barriers.  We do not get consistent 
relative barriers when comparing slab and cluster calculations.  Thus, 
calculations using intradimer and interdimer barriers to calculate channel specific 
desorption rates, as in our desorption spectra calculations will run into difficulties.   
 
However, both cluster and slab calculations consistently predict a decrease in the 
desorption barrier of approximately 0.3 to 0.4 eV for the interdimer channels for 
each germanium atom forming the adsorption site.  Using this we made an 
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estimate for the change in the average barrier with germanium coverage and this 
appears to be consistent with experimental results.  With adjusted barriers, both 
the cluster and slab calculations produces desorption spectra that, like 
experimental data, can be well fitted with just three independent second-order 
desorption peaks.  This is despite the fact that the number of channels included in 
the spectra calculation is much larger.  In current analysis of experimental data, 
three independent channels (silicon monohydride, germanium monohydride and 
mixed monohydride) are assumed.  Experimental results, such as the 
temperatures of the desorption maxima, are reproduced by allowing the barriers of 
these channels to change with germanium coverage.  In our calculations, the 
desorption maxima shift because of changes in the dominant channels as the 
germanium coverage changes.   
 
We also discussed the effect on desorption spectra of hydrogen diffusion and the 
rearrangement of germanium and silicon atoms at the surface.  Our results show 
that these should be taken into consideration in order to extract a reliable 
understanding the desorption channels at the molecular level.   A general 
conclusion from our calculations is that the current understanding of hydrogen 
desorption for mixed silicon-germanium surfaces is not quite complete even 
though we can obtain reasonable fits to the desorption rates as a function of 
hydrogen and germanium coverages.  The molecular models on which these fits 
are based are not rigorous.  As in the case of hydrogen desorption from Si(100), 
experimental techniques such as TOF-thermal desorption to probe the individual 
desorption channels might yield useful information here. 
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One thing that has not been taken into consideration in our TPD model is the 
surface-subsurface inter-diffusion.  Exchange of surface and subsurface atoms 
plays an importance role in the formation of silicon-germanium interface and it 
will affect the heterostructure growth mode when happening during hydrogen 
desorption process.  Germanium segregation on clean silicon-germanium alloy 
has been well noted by both experimental and theoretical works.[22,44-47] This is 
due to the low surface energy of germanium dangling bonds than silicon dangling 
bonds. In addition germanium atoms have larger radii than silicon, thus they 
preferentially favor to stay on the surface to relax lattice stress. Ab-initio 
calculations confirm this by showing that germanium atoms on the surface is 
energetically more stable than they are presenting in the second layer. However, 
when surface is terminated with adsorbing hydrogen atoms, CVD and 
MBE[22,48,49] studies found Ge segregation will be efficiently suppressed. 
Surface hydrogen atoms saturate silicon/germanium dangling bonds and thus 
eliminate the driving force of the enthalpy gain by germanium segregation.  
Moreover, a reverse segregation i.e. silicon segregation on hydrogenated surface 
has recently been reported by Rudkevich and co-workers using Fourier transform 
infrared-attenuated total reflectance spectroscopy[23]. Segregation of subsurface 
silicon onto surface has also been found by T. Angot and co-workers using x-ray 
photoelectron diffraction(XPD) and high-resolution electron energy loss 
spectroscopy(HREELS)[13]. This segregation is due to the energy balance change 
caused by hydrogenation since energetically Si-H bonds more stable is more 
stable than Ge-bonds. Silicon segregation is observed to take place even at room 
temperature[13]. We expect that all these surface-subsurface atom exchange 
process may affect the TPD spectra significantly. In principle Si/Ge compositon 
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on the surface can simply be determined by thermodynamic distribution at certain 
hydrogen coverage. But Ge/Si segregation as a function of surface hydrogen 
coverage and the extent interdiffusion will reach with respect to surface 
temperature is still not clear. Both make Si/Ge exchange during TPD a 
complicated process and difficult for simulation. A model to describe Ge 
segregation in MBE is proposed by Kim et al.[49] and the segregation enthalpy at 
high and low hydrogen coverage is obtained. However they concluded that 
hydrogen only suppressed Ge segregation but does not lead to a reverse Si 
segregation, in contrast to other’s experimental data and their fitting to the TPD 
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configurations Er(eV) Ea(eV) 
A 2.29 2.94 
B 2.02 2.98 
C 1.87 2.44 
D 1.56 2.49 
A1 2.23 2.94 
A2 2.23 2.90 
D2 1.50 2.44 
(a) 
 
Interdimer 2H Interdimer 3H Interdimer 4HInterdimer 
configurations Er(eV) Ea(eV) Er(eV) Ea(eV) Er(eV) 
E, F, G 2.20 2.93 2.43 2.95 2.59 
H, I, J 2.16 2.89 2.39 2.96 2.62 
K 1.79 2.66 - - - 
L, M, N 1.71 2.62 1.94 2.65 2.38 
O, P, Q 1.63 2.63 2.04 2.66 2.39 
R, S, T 1.20 2.31 1.73 2.34 2.16 
E1, G1 2.26 2.84 - - 2.63 
E2, G2 2.24 2.93 - - 2.62 





                                                                        
Table 3.1  Desorption energies (Er) and activation barriers (Ea) for hydrogen 
desorption from SixGe(1-x)(100)-(2×1) with cluster calculations.  The labels 





















Intradimer configurations Er(eV) Ea(eV) 
A 1.96 (1.98) 2.42 (2.42) 
B 1.69 (1.68) 2.42 (2.41) 
C 1.52 (1.49) 2.02 (1.97) 
D 1.19 (1.15) 2.03 (2.01) 
A1 1.95 2.41 
A2 1.94 2.42 
A3 1.90 2.26 
B3 1.65 - 
C3 1.45 1.89 
D3 1.12 1.92 
A4 1.95 2.41 









4H Interdimer configurations 
Er(eV) Ea(eV) Er(eV) Ea(eV) Er(eV) 
E, F, G 1.54 (1.56) 1.81 (1.79) 1.94 (1.93) 1.97 (2.02) 2.33 (2.27) 
H, I, J 1.60 (1.56) 1.81 (1.75) 1.86 (1.83) - 2.36 (2.30) 
K 1.04 (1.03) 1.50 (1.49) - - - 
L, M, N 1.29 (1.25) 1.56 (1.52) 1.54 (1.50) N/A 1.76 (1.72) 
O, P, Q 1.10 (1.05) 1.49 (1.47) 1.47 (1.44) 1.72 (1.66) 1.83 (1.77) 
R, S, T 0.78 (0.75) 1.31 (1.29) 1.16 (1.13) 1.44 (1.39) 1.48 (1.39) 
E1, G1 1.54 1.76 - - 2.30 
E2, G2 1.55 1.78 - - 2.31 
E3, G3 1.57 1.79 - - 2.25 
O3, Q3 1.09 - - - 1.70 
R3, T3 0.74 1.31 - - 1.36 
E4, G4 1.53 1.86 1.93 1.96 2.36 





                                                                        
Table 3.2  Desorption energies (Er) and activation barriers (Ea) for hydrogen 
desorption from SixGe(1-x)(100)-(2×1) with slab calculations. The labels denote the 
configurations illustrated in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2.  The numbers in brackets are 
energies from the three k-point calculations. 
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 Reaction pathways cluster barriers(eV) slab barriers(eV) 
 Intradimer Si-Si 2.94(0.11) 2.42 
 Intradimer Si-Ge 2.44(0.10) 2.02 
 Intradimer Ge-Ge 2.49(0.11) 2.03 
 Interdimer Si-Si  2H 2.93(0.17) 1.81 
 Interdimer Si-Ge  2H    2.63(0.16) 1.49 
 Interdimer Ge-Ge 2H 2.31(0.15) 1.31 
 Interdimer Si-Si  3H 2.95(0.17) 1.97 
Interdimer Si-Ge  3H 2.66(0.16) 1.72 
 Interdimer Ge-Ge 3H 2.34(0.15) 1.44 
 Interdimer Si-Si  4H 2.59(0.12) 2.33 
 Interdimer Si-Ge  4H    2.39(0.12) 1.83 
 Interdimer Ge-Ge 4H 2.16(0.11) 1.48 
Mixing dimer favored 
energy 0.028 0.054 
Pairing energy 0.37 0.52 
Si-H bonding energy 1.07 0.59 




Table 3.3  Desorption barriers and other energy parameters used in the 
mean-field calculations of thermal desorption spectra. The parameters are 
obtained from cluster and slab calculations. Zero-point energies in parentheses for 
cluster barriers are calculated using relaxed 2-dimer clusters with mixed basis sets, 
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Figure 3.1  Adsorption configurations for intradimer desorption channels 
considered in our calculations are illustrated here. Silicon and germanium atoms 
are denoted by large and medium-sized circles indicating buckled-up and 
buckled-down atoms, respectively. Empty circles are silicon atoms; filled circles 
are germanium atoms. The small circles represent hydrogen atoms with the filled 
gray circles denoting the desorbing hydrogen atoms in each configuration. Dotted 
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Figure 3.2  Adsorption configurations for interdimer desorption channels 












































































































Figure 3.3  Simulated thermal desorption spectra with desorption barriers from 
cluster calculations for germanium coverage of 0.25 (a), 0.5 (b) and 0.75 (c). The area 






































































































Figure 3.4  Simulated thermal desorption spectra with adjusted desorption barriers 
from cluster calculations for germanium coverage of 0.25 (a), 0.5 (b) and 0.75 (c). All 
intradimer barriers are decreased by 0.2 eV relative to the calculated cluster barriers 
for the spectra shown in Fig. 3.3. The area under each desorption curve is normalized 





































































































Figure 3.5  Simulated thermal desorption spectra with desorption barriers from slab 
calculations for germanium coverage of 0.25 (a), 0.5 (b) and 0.75 (c). The area under 











































































































Figure 3.6  Simulated thermal desorption spectra with adjusted desorption barriers 
from slab calculations for germanium coverage of 0.25 (a), 0.5 (b) and 0.75 (c). The 
Si-Si intradimer barrier is held fixed and the 2H Ge-Ge interdimer barrier is shifted 
upwards by 0.3 eV. The barriers for all other channels are then rescaled linearly in 
this adjusted range.  These spectra should be compared with the spectra for 
unadjusted slab barriers in Fig. 3.5. The area under each desorption curve is 
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Figure 3.7a  The thermal desorption spectra using cluster barriers for a random 
distribution of silicon and germanium atoms on the surface is compared to that in Fig. 
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Figure 3.7b  The thermal desorption spectra using slab barriers for a random 
distribution of silicon and germanium atoms on the surface is compared to that in Fig. 
3.4b. 
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Figure 3.8a  The contributions to the thermal desorption signal from silicon and 
germanium adsites is compared to the total rate of change in the population of Si-H 
and Ge-H bonds. This is for 50% germanium coverage and using cluster barriers, 
corresponding to the results plotted in Fig. 3.3b. 
 








Figure 3.8b  The contributions to the thermal desorption signal from silicon and 
germanium adsites is compared to the total rate of change in the population of Si-H 
and Ge-H bonds. This is for 50% germanium coverage and using slab barriers, 



















































































Figure 3.9  Simulated thermal desorption spectra with desorption barriers from slab 
calculations using three k-points for germanium coverage of 0.25 (a), 0.5 (b) and 0.75 
(c). The area under each desorption curve is normalized to unity. We use a ramp rate 





















4 Energetics of vicinal silicon-germanium surfaces 
with hydrogen 
4.1 Introduction  
Step structures on semiconductor surfaces have been an interesting subject and have 
been extensively studied both experimentally[1-6] and theoretically[6-10] for decades. 
Detailed understanding of stepped surface in atomic level is essential to control the 
nano-scale Si/SiGe epitaxial growth, to understand the mechanism of island 
formation and flatten process, and to investigate the properties of surface defects. 
Most of the studies available on stepped surface are limited to clean surface 
morphology probing by scan tunneling spectroscopy(STM). Following Chadi’s 
nomenclature [7] steps are classified according to the step height and the relative 
orientations between steps and terrace dimers. If the step is parallel to the dimer row 
of upper terrace, the step is called an A type step. And if the step is perpendicular to 
the dimer row of upper terrace, the step is called a B type step. Thus there are four 
kinds of steps probably on a vicinal surface, i. e. SA, SB, DA and DB steps. 
 
Hydrogen adsorption and desorption play crucial roles in gas-source molecular beam 
epitaxial(MBE) growth and chemical vapor deposition(CVD) with hydrogen as 
surface passivant or surfactant in a so called step-flow growth mode. At low 
temperature hydrogen saturates the step edge and thus blocks the step flow growth 
and causes island formation. When temperature is high, adsorbed H can be efficiently 
eliminated during growth and step flow growth mode works.[11] 
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Recently hydrogen adsorption on vicinal Si(100) surface has been well studied by 
Höfer and co-workers by optical second-harmonic generation(SGH) and scan 
tunneling microscopy(STM).[12-16] They successfully determined the H2 molecule 
sticking probability on steps and terraces respectively by measuring Si-H signals. The 
sticking probabilities of H2 dissociation on step sites were found to be much higher 
than that on the terrace. Arrhenius plot showed that the adsorption barrier was very 
low on steps (0.09 eV) with respect to terrace (0.76 eV) indicating an adsorption 
mechanism with H saturates step first and then diffuses to terrace. Density functional 
theory(DFT) pseudopotential calculations confirmed this with a barrierless path for 
hydrogen adsorbing on rDB steps. On the other hand, J. Zhang et. al investigated the 
hydrogen desorption process on vicinal Si(100) surface with small miscut angle using 
reflectance anisotropy spectroscopy(RAS). In contrast to the first order on flat surface, 
an unusual zeroth-order kinetic was observed which suggests the desorption 
mechanism that hydrogen atoms diffuse from terrace to surface steps for desorption 
especially when temperature is low.[18, 19] All these experiments show that step 
provides active sites for hydrogen interaction with silicon surfaces. 
 
Raschke and Höfer[13] monitored the time evolution of step and terrace hydrogen 
population with SHG to determined the diffusion barrier and binding energy of 
hydrogen on Si(100) steps. They concluded that H2 energetically favors step sites 
with respect to terrace by observing the preferential occupation of step with hydrogen 
compared to a random distribution. In addition they observed the diffusion of 
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hydrogen from step sites towards the terrace when temperature is increased. By 
measuring the hydrogen coverage change at equilibrium and non-equilibrium states 
on step sites and calculating the Boltzmann factor of equilibrium hydrogen 
distribution, they deduced an upper limit of adsorption energy difference between 
step and terrace site to be 0.25 eV without considering preferential pairing of 
hydrogen on the same dimer and the restriction of hydrogen diffusion. If the effect of 
hydrogen pairing energy(~0.25 eV) was taken into account, the derived value of the 
binding energy difference were estimated to be 0.16-0.18 eV. 
 
Hydrogen molecule preferentially bind to step-site atoms was also confirmed in DFT 
study by Pehlke and co-workers.[17] They employed pseudopotential slab 
calculations with exchange-correlation functional of Perdew and Wang(PW91) and 
generalized gradient approximation(GGA) to calculate the H2 chemisorption energies 
on Si(1 1 11) surface with steps of rDB, nDB and SA+rSB. Their calculation results 
predicted that H2 molecules preferentially bind to the Si atoms at the rebonded step 
sites with respect to the terrace sites with an energy difference over 0.12eV which 
was in agreement with Raschke and Höfer’s experimental SGH results. They 
explained this energetical preference by the elastic relaxation energy difference 
between rebonded step sites and terrace and the residue π bonds between Si atoms of 
dimers on terrace. They also found that adsorption on non-rebonded step edge is 
distinctly disfavored due to the breaking of the strong π bonds between the step edge 
Si atom and the neighboring Si surface-dimer atom on the upper terrace. 
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SiGe alloy have become an active area for its potential application on the fabrication 
of high transferring speed devices, such as the heterojunction bipolar transistor(HBT) 
for wireless devices.[20] Similar to silicon deposition of SiGe alloy is also achieved 
by CVD or GS-MBE growth in industry and laboratory with hydrogen involved. In 
comparison to silicon surface, system of hydrogen on vicinal silicon-germanium alloy 
surfaces is still untouched so far as we know. Germanium distribution on vicinal 
Si(100) surfaces and hydrogen distribution on SiGe alloy surfaces are still unclear, 
though it is well known that Germanium significantly changes the vicinal Si surface 
morphology due to the 4% lattice mismatch and different surface energy.[21-23] 
Germanium atoms also affect the relative stability of different type of steps, for 
instance, contrary to vicinal Si(100) surface with similar miscut angle, vicinal Ge(100) 
surfaces show single layer steps rather than biatomic layer steps.[24] The high energy 
DA type steps which have never been observed on pure silicon vicinal surfaces were 
observed experimentally on Ge and SiGe alloy surfaces.[25-27] Hannon et. al[28] 
observed that intermixing of Ge on Si(100) surface is enhanced on steps and hindered 
on terrace in low-energy electron microscopy experiments. Lagally and co-worker 
found an interesting phenomenon that Ge changes the surface anisotropy of Si(100). 
With increasing germanium coverage the roughness of SA and SB step reverses which 
was explained by introducing a new type of kink and confining step meadering[29] 
and surface stress anisotropy reverses. [26, 30] 
 
We here perform extensive density functional theory slab calculations to study the 
energetics of hydrogen and germanium atoms in the vicinity of steps on the Si(100) 
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surface. We calculate adsorption energies of H2 molecules on vicinal Si(1 1 11) 
surface in present of surface germanium. In this work we try to show how Ge atoms 
influence the H2 adsorption energies in together with the germanium distribution on 
vicinal Si(100) surfaces. All types of step are taken into consideration including the 
DA step which is usually neglected on pure silicon due to high formation energy.  
  
4.2 Method 
Ab initio calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) within generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA) were performed with our own programme. We use 
planewave pseudopotential for silicon, germanium and hydrogen atoms with 30Ry 
cutoff and Perdew-Burke-Ernzrhof (PBE) functional for electron 
exchange-correlation. The first Brillouin zone was sampled by 2 k-point centered at 
(0, 0, 0) and (1/3, 0, 0) with a weight of 1/3 and 2/3 each. The first direction is along 
the short border of the surface; the second direction and the third direction are the 
long surface border and the direction perpendicular to the surface. 
 
Si(1 1 11) surface are used to present stepped surfaces which is believed to have 
enough separation to avoid step-step interactions.[37] Our periodic slab consists of 
with 74 silicon or germanium atoms of 6-7 layers. Dangling bonds at the bottom layer 
are saturated by hydrogen atoms. Geometry optimization are performed with only 
bottom layer silicon and the terminated hydrogen atoms are fixed at crystalline 
positions while all other atoms are fully relaxed without any constraint. 
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4.3 Results and discussion  
Si(1 1 11) surface corresponds to a misorientation angle 7.3° from (001) surface. 
Using a slab with this surface orientation, we calculated the adsorption energies on all 
four types of steps: rDB, nDB, SA+rSB and DA steps. Paired hydrogen atoms are 
adsorbed at either step sites or on various dimers on the terrace giving relative 
energies for adsorption sites in the vicinity of each step. Since the distribution of 
germanium atoms near a step is of interest, we also determine the relative energies for 
substituting a surface silicon atom by a germanium atom at various positions at and 
near the steps. We also calculate the relative hydrogen adsorption energies for each of 
these silicon-germanium dimers providing information on the effect upon hydrogen 
adsorption energetics of both germanium substitution and the position of the 
adsorption site.  Our previous calculations on the flat (100)-(2×1) surface show that 
the presence of germanium atoms in the neighborhood of an adsorption site has a 
negligible effect on the adsorption energy for a terrace site. As discussed below we 
also calculate the adsorption energy at a silicon-germanium rDB step site with a 
nearest-neighbor germanium atom. This calculation shows a rather small change of 
less than 0.01 eV with a neighboring germanium atom at either the lower or upper 
terrace. We thus restrict the configurations we study here to those with only one 
germanium atom.   
 
4.3.1 Surfaces with rDB steps 
The rebonded double layer step is found to the most stable step configuration on 
vicinal Si(001) surface. Rebonded double layer steps have been experimentally 
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observed to dominate the surface for miscut angle larger than 2° [31-33]. The stability 
of these steps is also corroborated by theoretical calculations [7, 17, 34] which show 
that these steps have lowest surface energies. For the Si(1 1 11) surface used in our 
calculations rDB steps are separated by the (1×2) terraces that are four dimers wide as 
shown in Fig. 4.1.  
 
We first calculate the dissociative adsorption energies of hydrogen at the step sites or 
one of the terrace dimers for a pure silicon surface to benchmark our calculations 
against previous work. The results are listed in the first column of Table 4.1. Our 
calculated reaction energies are generally in agreement with the calculation in Ref. 17 
but with absolute values slightly lower by around 0.05 eV. In Ref. 17, geometry 
optimization was performed with special single k-point and PW91 
exchange-correlation functional was used.  From Table 4.1 we see that for the pure 
silicon surface with rDB steps, molecular hydrogen prefers to adsorb at steps rather 
than on the terrace by approximately 0.09 to 0.34 eV. The adsorption energy 
differences obtained by us are in good agreement with the calculations in Ref. 17 
where a 0.12 to 0.32 eV preference for step sites over terrace was observed.  Thus, 
the terrace atoms are more strongly dimerized. This is consistent with suggestion [17] 
that the weaker dimer π-bond at the step is the reason for the larger adsorption energy 
at steps.   
 
Upon examining the optimized structure for the clean rDB step surface, we find the 
dimer on the lower terrace near step (Terr1) is contracted with a bond length 2.31 Å, 
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which is 0.04 Å shorter than the dimer length 2.35 Å on flat surface. The dimer Terr4 
which is on the upper terrace close to step is strained to 2.38 Å. Dimers in the middle 
of the terrace (Terr2 and Terr3) both have a dimer length similar to flat surface of 
2.36 Å. Compared the bond lengths of dimers near step to the normal bulk Si-Si bond 
length we conclude that the dimer on the lower terrace close to step(Terr1) is under 
compressive stress and the dimer on the upper terrace close to step (Terr4) is under 
tensile stress.  
 
On the pure silicon surface since all the adsorption reactions share the same 
desorption state the adsorption energy differences are also reflecting the relative 
stability of the structures of H2 adsorbing on step sites or on the four difference 
dimers of terrace. Even though the second (Terr2) and third (Terr3) dimers from the 
step along the lower terrace have adsorption energies in good agreement with the 1.90 
eV found previously for the flat silicon surface, the adsorption energy varies 
significantly from 1.94 eV to 1.69 eV for the four terrace adsorption sites in our 
system; it might be useful to perform calculations with wider terraces.  Hydrogen 
adsorption on Terr1 has a larger reaction energy than on Terr4 by as much as 0.25 eV. 
We find that when two hydrogen atoms are adsorbed on Terr4, the lengths of the 
bonds formed by the rebonded step atoms and their corresponding neighbor upper 
terrace step edge atoms increase from 2.51/2.44 Å to 2.54/2.47Å. While when the two 
hydrogen atoms are on Terr1, these bond lengths are not affected. (Table 4.1) This 
indicates that hydrogen adsorbing on Terr4 causes more stain on rDB surface and 
hinders surface relaxation. In summary dimers on the upper (lower) terrace 
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neighbouring a rebounded double step have lower (higher) adsorption energies than 
for the flat surface.   
 
To investigate the germanium distribution on vicinal Si(100) surface with rDB steps, 
we replace one of surface Si atoms on the step sites or on the terrace dimers with a Ge 
atom and compare the relative total energies. First we find that on clean surface the 
most energetically favored position for germanium is the rebonded step sites. This 
can be understood as the larger size of germanium atoms allows longer bond length in 
comparison to silicon, which in turn can relax the stress between rebonded step atoms 
and the upper terrace step edge atoms. The next favored place for surface Ge atoms is 
the upper terrace dimer closest to the step(Terr4). On rDB step Si(1 1 11) surface, due 
to the bonds formed by the rebonded step atoms and the step edge Si atoms the whole 
terrace is under tensile strain along the dimer row, i.e. the distance between terrace 
dimers are elongated. The largest elongation is between Terr3 and Terr4 which is 8% 
larger than the normal distance between adjacent dimers on flat surface. Thus dimer 
Terr4 has the largest space for surface Ge atom relaxation. For the same reason we 
also find that lower terrace dimer closest to step is the most disfavored position for 
Ge among all terrace dimers. In Table 4.3 the relative energy of germanium atoms on 
various positions on vicinal surface with rDB step are compared to the germanium on 
flat surface. Due to the stress along the dimer row all the positions of on vicinal 
surface near rDB step are energetically favored by Ge atoms except for Terr1 which is 
0.01 eV higher than Ge on the flat surface. 
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We then consider the relative stability of Ge atoms at vicinal surface with surface 
partially hydrogenated. Similar to the clean surfaces, Ge atoms still favors the 
positions near rDB step sites with respect to the flat surface by 0.03-0.08 eV. However, 
as shown in Table 4.3, with hydrogen on the surface the energetic preference for Ge 
atoms at the step sites over the terrace is much reduced and Ge atoms almost equally 
favor the various dimers on the terrace.  
 
With the total energy of the adsorbing states and the desorbing states we can calculate 
the H2 adsorption energy on SiGe alloy surface. First we change the neighboring 
dimer surface atom to Ge on upper and lower terrace respectively. Consistent with the 
calculations from flat surface, a neglectable effect (<0.01 eV) of Ge at neighboring 
dimers to the adsorption energy on step is observed.  Similar to our flat surface 
calculation[35], we find that all the adsorption energies decrease significantly with 
germanium replacing the silicon atoms of the adsites. We attribute the energy 
decrease to the weak Ge-H bond strength with respect to Si-H bonds.  However, the 
decrease magnitude shows significant difference for the various positions. When Ge 
is on the terrace, adsorption energies decrease varies from 0.43eV to 0.53 eV, well in 
consistent with the 0.44 eV decrease on flat surface.[35] From Table 4.2 we see that 
H2 adsorption energy for Ge on step sites decrease 0.6 eV which is about 0.07 to 0.17 
eV larger than the energy decrease for Ge on terrace. Therefore the effect of 
germanium is more significant on the step sites than on the terrace dimers. Due to the 
effect of surface germanium, the order of the H2 favored sites is changed compared to 
adsorption on pure silicon surfaces. As seen in Table 4.1 hydrogen adsorbs on the 
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lower terrace dimer close to step(Terr1) now has the highest adsorption energy. The 
rebonded step sites become the next favorite position. and then other (1×2) terrace 
dimers. We conclude that with Ge presents on the surface the energy favorite of 
surface steps disappears and hydrogen pairs will almost equally distribute between 
step sites and terrace, i.e. Ge significantly change the energetics of H2 adsorption on 
vicinal surfaces with rDB step. 
 
Finally to investigate the effect of neighboring surface hydrogen, we calculate the 
adsorption energies of H2 adsorbing on rDB step surfaces with all neighboring surface 
sites hydrogenated. Like on pure silicon vicinal surface[17] we find that H2 
adsorption energies on vicinal SiGe alloy increase when surface is almost fully 
hydrogenated for all the possible sites. For instance, adsorption energy on step sites is 
increased by as much as 0.16eV. Among the various dimers on the terrace, adsorption 
energy of Terr4 increases the most while Terr1 is the least increased position. We 
notice that various vacant sites on high hydrogen coverage surface are nearly equally 
energetic preferred, i.e. hydrogenation of neighboring sites degenerates the adsorption 
energies of H2 adsorption. We also find that on fully hydrogenated surface Ge atoms 
are almost equally favored on step sites and all the (1×2) dimers except the dimer of 
upper terrace close to step edge which is slightly favored by 0.03eV. Detailed 
calculation results for effect of H coverage are listed in Table 4.4. 
 
4.3.2 Surfaces with nDB steps 
Non-rebonded double layer step has similar structure to the rDB step but does not 
have rebonded atoms on the step. Vicinal surface with nDB steps are found to be less 
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stable than rDB steps since there are more dangling bonds on the surface.[7,17] On 
our Si(1 1 11) surface nDB steps are separated by five (1×2) terrace dimers. We label 
them from lower terrace to upper terrace by Terr1 to Terr5 as shown in Fig. 2.1. The 
step edge and the dimer near step on the upper terrace experience significant 
distortion indicating a large geometry relaxation near the non-bonded step edge. Since 
there is no stained bonds form by the rebonded step atoms on nDB steps the tensile 
strain along the dimer row is much small than the rDB step surface. Thus it is believed 
that the terrace dimers of nDB step surface in a similar environment as dimers of the 
flat surface. This is confirmed in our relaxed structure of nDB step, i.e. dimers are 
right in the positions as on flat surface and no shift along the dimer row like on rDB 
step are observed. 
 
Adsorption energies of hydrogen molecule on nDB step for pure silicon surface are 
listed and compared to Pehlke’s calculations in Table 4.5. In contrast to rebonded step, 
nDB step edge is not a good sink for hydrogen adsorption. The adsorption energy on 
nDB step edge is only 1.47 eV which is 0.6 eV smaller than adsorption on rDB step 
and even 0.4-0.5 eV lower than on middle terrace dimers. As reported in Ref. 17 
these disfavored H2 adsorption on nDB step edge is due to the breaking of π bonds 
formed by the step edge atom and upper terrace dimer atom. The breaking of these π 
bonds can also be used to understand the very low adsorption energy of H2 on the 
lower terrace right next to the step edge. Again our calculated energies are in 
agreement with Ref. 17. For example our calculated adsorption energies on nDB step 
terrace dimers are slightly lower than on corresponding rDB step dimers. Similar to 
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the surface with rDB step, we find surface relaxation on nDB step elongates the dimer 
length of the upper dimer close to the step (Terr5) but decrease the dimer length of 
Terr1, while the middle three dimers are of the same length as in the flat surface. 
Hydrogen adsorption on the upper terrace dimer close to step (Terr5) is much 
disfavored with an energy of only 1.04 eV. In addition to the π bonds breaking 
suggested by Pehlke et al [17], we notice that the two adsorbed hydrogen atoms on 
Terr5 are not well paired with a torsion angle of 22.8°. Thus less hydrogen pairing 
energy are expected on this dimer which can also explain the rather lower adsorption 
energy on Terr5.  
 
We then calculate the adsorption energy of H2 on mixed Si-Ge dimers and the 
non-rebonded step edge to investigate the effect of Ge on nDB step surface. With the 
replacement of Si atoms to Ge atoms for the adsorption site, we find adsorption 
energies on both step edge and terrace decrease at almost the same amount. The 
magnitudes of the decrease of Er on nDB step surface (Table 4.6) are consistent with 
the decrease on terrace dimers of rDB step surface with an average about 0.53 eV. 
This is also in agreement with the 0.5 eV decrease on flat surface well, which is 
mainly due to the weak Ge-H bonds in comparison to Si-H bonds. Therefore, with the 
presence of Ge on the surface H2 still much favors to adsorb on the terrace dimers 




By replacing a buckling up Si atom with a Ge atom, we can also probe the favorite 
positions for surface germanium on vicinal surface with nDB step. The dimers on nDB 
terrace exhibit bond length from 2.47 Å to 2.49 Å which are found to be slightly 
shorter than the Si-Ge dimer on a flat surface. Our calculated results predict that 
non-rebonded step edge is less favored by Ge atoms compared to terrace dimers. Ge 
on the step edge has an energy exactly the same as Ge on the flat surface, while the 
terrace dimers are slightly higher than on terrace dimers by ~0.05 eV except the 
configuration of Ge on the upper terrace close to the step edge which is 0.02 eV 
disfavored. Since the energy differences are within our system error bar, we conclude 
that Ge atom equally favors step edge sites and terrace dimers as on flat surface. In 
addition there is no obvious difference between Ge at upper and lower terrace dimers 
like on rDB step surfaces. The evenly distribution of Ge atom on nDB step keeps when 
surface is partially hydrogenated as shown in Table 4.7.   
 
 
4.3.3 Surfaces with SA+rSB steps 
When the miscut angle is sufficient low, the vicinal surface will show single atomic 
height SA and SB steps separated by alternative (2×1) and (1×2) terrace.[36] In 
experiments it has been found that the step configuration with combinative SA and SB 
steps is stabilized when germanium presents on the vicinal surfaces. [24]  
 
The Si(1 1 11) surface contains one SA step and one rSB step, and the terrace 
comprises two (1×2) terrace dimers and two (2×1) terrace dimers. We calculate the 
adsorption energies of hydrogen molecules on various adsorbing sites for pure silicon 
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surfaces to benchmark our calculations. First we find hydrogen molecules favor the 
rebonded SB step sites with respect to terrace dimers by at least 0.13eV. The 
adsorption energy on rebonded SB step site is almost equal to that on rebonded rDB 
step site with a difference of only 0.02 eV. By measuring the bond length formed by 
the rebonded step atoms and the upper terrace edge atoms, we find the rSB step atoms 
experience similar stretching strain as the rDB step atoms with the bonds length of 
2.51/2.44 Å and 2.52/2.44 Å for before and after H2 adsorption, respectively.  
 
Similar to the phenomenon we observed on rDB step surface, Terr3, the lower terrace 
dimer right next to the rSB step, has the highest adsorption energy of 1.92 eV among 
all terrace; on the other side, Terr4 which is on the upper terrace close to the rSB step 
shows the lowest adsorption energy of 1.72 eV. This trend agrees with the 
corresponding the (1×2) terrace dimers of rDB step well. With regards to the (2×1) 
terrace domain the adsorption energies are degenerated with absolute values similar 
to the middle terrace of nDB and rDB step surfaces and in between of the upper and 
lower terrace of (1×2) domain. We find Terr1 and Terr2 both show a bond length 
larger than flat dimer length which proves the existence of tensile strain perpendicular 
to the step on SA+rSB step surface.  
 
When hydrogen molecules adsorb on mixed Si-Ge dimers or the SiGe rebonded rSB 
step with Ge at the buckling up position, all the reaction energies are lowered. The 
results are shown in Table 4.9. Among the various adsorption sites the rSB steps 
decrease most. The 0.61 eV decrease is well in consistent with the 0.60 eV decrease 
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on rDB step sites. The energy decreases on terrace dimers are generally lower than on 
step sites with difference by 0.07 to 0.16 eV. With germanium presenting on the 
SA+rSB surface the rebonded SB steps are no longer the most favored adsorption 
position for hydrogen molecules. In other words the energy preference of H2 
adsorption on rSB steps is much reduced or even disappears. The most favored 
position for hydrogen molecule is replaced by the lower (1×2) terrace dimer next to 
the step edge(Terr3) when Ge is on the adsites. Similar to surface with rDB steps, 
adsorption on the lower terrace of the (1×2) domain(Terr3) decreases least by only 
0.45 eV, which 0.06-0.09 eV smaller than the adsorption decrease of the other terrace 
dimers. 
 
In comparison to the structure with Ge on the ideal flat surface we find Ge on the 
buckling up position of the rebonded SB steps is more favored by 0.06-0.15 eV on 
clean SA+rSB step surface. With germanium atom replacing silicon atom at step sites 
the large stretching stain of the rebonded step atoms with the neighboring upper step 
edge atoms can be released by the relative bigger Ge atom which favors longer bond 
length than pure silicon bonds. We find on SA+rSB step surface the dimer right after 
SA step on the lower terrace is least favored by germanium atoms since the upper 
terrace inhibit the relaxation of germanium atom. This is similar to the effect of 
rebonded step atom on the lower terrace besides the step on rDB surface. In addition 
bonds formed by rebonded atoms and upper terrace step edge atoms cause the 
distance between upper terrace dimers increase. Thus upper terrace dimers close to 
the step are more favored than other dimers by germanium due to space relaxation. 
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For instance, we find the structure with germanium on Terr4 is 0.09 eV more stable 
than on Terr3. Hydrogen adsorption energies with all neighboring sites hydrogenated 
are also calculated. Similar to the effect of neighboring hydrogen on rDB step we find 
When surface is fully hydrogenated the energy preference of Ge on the upper (1×2) 
terrace over lower terrace vanish with terrace dimers and the rebonded rSB step sites 
almost equally but not favors the (2×1) terrace by 0.05-0.06 eV. And the rebonded 
step sites are slightly favors by 0.03-0.14 eV more than the terrace dimers.  
 
In addition to the adsorption on clean surface we also calculate the H2 adsorption 
energies with neighboring sites hydrogenated. For pure silicon surface we find all the 
reaction energies increase but with different magnitude. The adsorption energies on 
various terrace dimers are degenerated to about 1.98 eV when surface is highly 
hydrogenated, with the only exception that the adsorption on Terr4 is slightly 
disfavored by only 0.04 eV. In addition we find that the rebonded rSB steps are still 
the most favorite sties for adsorption with energy difference by >0.25eV with respect 
to the terrace dimers. Similar trends are observed for adsorption on mixing Si-Ge 
dimers(sites) but with adsorption energies of terrace dimers vary in a slightly greater 
scale. The calculated results are shown in Table 4.11. 
 
4.3.4 Surfaces with DA steps 
Double layer step with terrace dimer row along the step direction which is named as 
DA step was only theoretically proposed but never been observed experimentally on 
pure silicon vicinal surfaces due to its very high surface energy.[7] This high-energy 
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step type, however, was observed on vicinal Ge and Si1-xGex alloy surfaces.[25-27] 
For example, Kummer and co-workers[27] observed DA steps on partially relaxed 
step graded Si1-xGex buffers on Si(001) by STM. The alloy SiGe layers were grown at 
485 C° with a Ge fraction from 0.12 to 0.30 and x was increasing incrementally by 
0.01. The observation that dimer vacancy lines(VLs) are perpendicular to the surface 
steps confirms the existence of DA steps. It was also found that DA steps existence 
does not require large surface gradient. They explained the existence of DA step by 
locally anisotropic strain which is released more perpendicular to the VLs than 
parallel to them. Therefore it will be important to take the DA steps into consideration 
when mixing SiGe systems are studied. 
 
Si(1 1 11) surface with DA step is comprised of two rebonded step sites and four (2×1) 
terrace dimers. Unlike the rebonded double layer B step, the rebonded atoms of DA 
steps are on the same layer as the lower terrace rather one atomic layer higher. When 
looking at the relaxed geometry of DA step, we find that the two rebonded step atoms 
feel more tensile strain perpendicular to the step, in comparison to the rDB and rSB 
step atoms on which the stretching is along the step line. The bonds formed by step 
atoms and upper terrace step edge atoms are highly stretched by 9% and 5% 
corresponding to the bonds lengths of 2.58 Å and 2.48 Å, respectively. We speculate 
this large stretching strain perpendicular to the step by the contraction of neighboring 
terrace dimers and the large trench between the step edge and the lower terrace dimer 
row. On the other hand, the dimers are also elongated up to 2.40 Å since the stain is 
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along the direction of surface dimer bonds. A scheme is shown in Fig. 4.4 for the top 
view of Si(1 1 11) surface with DA steps. 
 
First adsorption energies on rebonded step sites and terrace dimers have been 
calculated. On pure silicon surface, we find H2 much favors the DA rebonded step 
sites with respect to the terrace dimers by at least 0.38 eV. The adsorption energy of 
of H2 on DA step sites(2.23 eV) is so large that it is even about 0.2 eV higher than on 
the rebonded rDB or rSB steps. After saturated by hydrogen the rehybridization and 
thus the buckling of the rebonded step atoms vanishes, similar as the adsorption on 
other rebonded steps sites or terrace dimers. While for adsorption on (2×1) terrace 
there is no obvious energy difference between adsorption on the four terrace dimers. 
All four dimers show adsorption energies of ~1.84 eV which is slightly lower than on 
flat surface dimers but in well consistent with the energy we find on SA+rSB (2×1) 
terrace. It is worth to note that the (2×1) terrace of DA step of Si(1 1 11) surface is 
only two dimer row wide for which does not allow us to distinguish the dimers near 
and away from the steps.  
 
When germanium is placed as the rebonded step atoms, the bond between rebonded 
step germanium and the its neighboring Si edge atom on upper terrace is elongated 
from 2.58 Å to 2.68 Å and the buckling angle of two step bonds increase from 5.05° 
to 9.25Å. We find on clean DA step surface rebonded step positions are much 
preferred for germanium atom with total energy 0.12-0.16 eV lower than on terrace. 
As mentioned above，rebonded step atoms experience large strain perpendicular to the 
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step edge on pure silicon surface. This strain can be partially released if the dimer 
become to Si-Ge bonds due to the larger radii of germanium atoms. In contrast to the 
clean surface, energy preference of germanium on DA steps is vanish when hydrogen 
is adsorbed. The stabilities of Ge on various places of DA step surface are compared 
to the Ge on an ideal flat surface in Table 4.14. 
 
In view of the smaller bonding energy of Ge-H bonds than Si-H bonds all adsorption 
energies should decrease with germanium on the adsites. This is confirmed by our 
calculations with results listed in Table 4.13. The magnitude of energy decrease on 
DA step surface show no significant difference from the decrease on other stepped 
surfaces. We find adsorption decrease by 0.62 eV on step and by ~0.54 eV on terrace 
dimers. However in contrast to the rDB and rSB step surface with the displacement of 
Ge hydrogen molecule still much favors DA step sites rather than the terrace by ~0.3 
eV. This is because the adsorption energy decreases on DA steps and terraces dimers 
are within 0.1 eV. 
 
4.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, extensive DFT pseudopotential calculations are performed with slab 
model to study the energetics of the silicon-germanium vicinal surfaces with presence 
of hydrogen atoms. All four possible step types are considered in this paper including 
the usually neglected DA step. On pure silicon stepped surface, in consistent with 
previous publications, our calculation results show hydrogen favors the adsorption on 
the rebonded step sites with respect to the terrace dimers by >0.09 eV for all stepped 
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surfaces. However, when germanium present on the surface, the energetics of 
hydrogen on vicinal surface are significantly changed. We find the energetic 
preference of step sites becomes much less or is even eliminated. This means that 
given a random distribution of germanium on vicinal surfaces, one would not expect 
the step sites to be significantly preferred for hydrogen adsorption than the terraces. 
We also investigate the surface germanium distribution on the stepped surfaces. 
Germanium is found to prefer the rebonded step rather than the terrace dimers when 
surface is clean due to strain relaxation. While the surface is covered by hydrogen 
atoms the energy preference is much reduced. It is significant (0.3 eV) probably only 
for the hydrogenated DA step. In summary, surface germanium and hydrogen 
adsorbed interacts mutually. It will make the growth of SiGe film much different 
from pure Si when step flow growth mode applied. There are important 
considerations for the relaxation of both the germanium and hydrogen distributions 
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Figure 4.1  Top view of the structure of rDB step with the lower terrace on the right 










Table 4.1  H2 adsorption energies on Si(1 1 11) surface with rDB steps. The numbers 
in the parenthesis are the results from Ref. 17. The third column contains the change 
of the length of bonds, formed between step atoms and the upper terrace step edge 
atoms, with/without H2 adsorption on various surface sites. The last column shows 
bond lengths changes before and after H2 adsorption.  
 
 
Adsorption sites Adsorption energy(eV) 
Distance between 
step and step edge 
atoms(Å) 
Terrace dimer bond 
length(Å) 
rebonded step 2.03(2.09) 2.51/2.46 2.44/2.48 - 
Terr1(1×2) 1.94(1.97) 2.51/2.51 2.44/2.44 2.31/2.42 
Terr2(1×2) 1.90(1.97) 2.51/2.50 2.44/2.44 2.36/2.41 
Terr3(1×2) 1.86(1.92) 2.51/2.51 2.44/2.45 2.36/2.41 
Terr4(1×2) 1.69(1.77) 2.51/2.54 2.44/2.47 2.38/2.42 
1 2 3 
4 
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Adsorption sites Adsorption energy(eV) ΔEr(eV) 
Terrace dimer bond 
length(Å) 
rebonded step 1.43 0.60 - 
Terr1(1×2) 1.51 0.43 2.45/2.47 
Terr2(1×2) 1.39 0.51 2.49/2.46 
Terr3(1×2) 1.34 0.52 2.49/2.46 
Terr4(1×2) 1.16 0.53 2.50/2.47 
 
Table 4.2  H2 adsorption energies on mixed SiGe sites on SiGe(1 1 11) surface with 
rDB step. ΔEr is the energy decrease due to one Ge replacement at the buckling up 





Adsorption sites ΔE_des(eV) ΔE_ads(eV) 
rebonded step -0.14 -0.04 
Terr1(1×2) 0.01 -0.05 
Terr2(1×2) -0.04 -0.03 
Terr3(1×2) -0.05 -0.04 
Terr4(1×2) -0.11 -0.08 
 
Table 4.3  Relative stability of Ge atoms at various positions on rDB step surface 




Adsorption sites Adsorption energy on pure Si surface(eV) 
Adsorption energy on 
SiGe surface(eV) 
rebonded step 2.21 1.60 
Terr1(1×2) 1.98 1.57 
Terr2(1×2) 1.98 1.53 
Terr3(1×2) 1.97 1.52 
Terr4(1×2) 1.93 1.45 
 
Table 4.4  H2 adsorption energy of almost fully hydrogenated vicinal surfaces with 





Figure 4.2  Top view of the structure of nDB step with the lower terrace on the right 






Adsorption sites Adsorption energy(eV) 
Distance between 
step edge and upper 
terrace atoms (Å) 
Terrace dimer bond 
length(Å) 
step edge 1.43(1.53) 2.30/2.40 2.30/2.35 - 
Terr1(1×2) 1.97(2.02) 2.30/2.30 2.30/2.30 2.34/2.41 
Terr2(1×2) 1.85(1.93) 2.30/2.30 2.30/2.29 2.36/2.40 
Terr3(1×2) 1.86(1.93) 2.30/2.30 2.30/2.30 2.36/2.40 
Terr4(1×2) 1.88(1.93) 2.30/2.30 2.30/2.29 2.36/2.40 
Terr5(1×2) 1.04(1.27) 2.30/2.40 2.30/2.34 2.38/2.40 
 
Table 4.5  H2 adsorption energies on Si(1 1 11) surface with nDB steps. The 
numbers in the parenthesis are the results from Ref. 17. The third column contains the 
change of the length of bonds, formed between non-rebonded step edge atoms and the 
upper terrace dimer atoms, with/without H2 adsorption on various surface sites. The 
last column shows bond lengths changes before and after H2 adsorption.  
 
 
1 2 3 4 
5 
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Adsorption sites Adsorption energy(eV) ΔEr(eV) 
Terrace dimer bond 
length(Å) 
step edge 0.91 0.51 - 
Terr1(1×2) 1.44 0.53 2.47/2.46 
Terr2(1×2) 1.31 0.54 2.48/2.46 
Terr3(1×2) 1.31 0.55 2.48/2.46 
Terr4(1×2) 1.34 0.54 2.48/2.46 
Terr5(1×2) 0.52 0.52 2.49/2.45 
 
Table 4.6  H2 adsorption energies for SiGe surface with nDB step. ΔEr is the energy 
decrease with Ge replacing buckling up Si atoms. The last column shows the bond 







Adsorption sites ΔEr_des(eV) ΔEr_ads(eV) 
rebonded step 0.00 0.02 
Terr1(1×2) -0.04 0.00 
Terr2(1×2) -0.06 -0.01 
Terr3(1×2) -0.05 0.01 
Terr4(1×2) -0.05 -0.01 
Terr5(1×2) 0.02 0.04 
 
Table 4.7  Relative stability of Ge atoms at various positions on nDB step surface 














Figure 4.3  Top view of the structure of SA+rSB step with the lower terrace on the 
right side of the dashed arrow. Number 1-4 indicate the terrace dimers. 1&2 are 








Adsorption sites Adsorption energy(eV) 
Distance between 
step and step edge 
atoms(Å) 
Terrace dimer bond 
length(Å) 
rSB step 2.05(2.10) 
2.52/2.47 
2.44/2.48 - 
Terr1(2×1) 1.85(1.89) 2.52/2.51 2.44/2.45 2.38/2.41 
Terr2(2×1) 1.84(1.90) 2.52/2.52 2.44/2.44 2.37/2.41 
Terr3(1×2) 1.92(1.96) 2.52/2.52 2.44/2.45 2.32/2.42 
Terr4(1×2) 1.72(1.78) 2.52/2.56 2.44/2.46 2.38/2.42 
 
Table 4.8  H2 adsorption energies on Si(1 1 11) surface with SA+rSB steps. The 
numbers in the parenthesis are the results from Ref. 17. The second column contains 
the change of the length of bonds, formed between step atoms and the upper terrace 
step edge atoms, with/without H2 adsorption on various surface sites. The last column 






Adsorption sites Adsorption energy(eV) ΔEr(eV) 
Terrace dimer bond 
length(Å) 
rSB step 1.43 0.61 - 
Terr1(2×1) 1.31 0.53 2.49/2.46 
Terr2(2×1) 1.30 0.54 2.50/2.47 
Terr3(1×2) 1.47 0.45 2.46/2.47 
Terr4(1×2) 1.21 0.51 2.51/2.47 
 
Table 4.9  H2 adsorption energies on mixed SiGe sites on SiGe(1 1 11) surface with 
SA+rSB step. ΔEr is the energy decrease due to one Ge replacement at the buckling up 





Adsorption sites ΔEr_des(eV) ΔEr_ads(eV) 
rSB step -0.16 -0.04 
Terr1(2×1) -0.03 0.01 
Terr2(2×1) -0.03 0.01 
Terr3(1×2) -0.01 -0.05 
Terr4(1×2) -0.10 -0.08 
 
Table 4.10  Relative stability of Ge atoms at various positions on SA+rSB step 






Adsorption sites Adsorption energy on pure Si surface(eV) 
Adsorption energy on 
SiGe surface(eV) 
rSB step 2.21 1.60 
Terr1(2×1) 1.98 1.52 
Terr2(2×1) 1.98 1.52 
Terr3(1×2) 1.97 1.57 
Terr4(1×2) 1.93 1.46 
 
Table 4.11  H2 adsorption energy of almost fully hydrogenated vicinal surfaces with 






Figure 4.4  Top view of the structure of DA step with the lower terrace on the right 








Adsorption sites Adsorption energy(eV) 
Distance between 
step and step edge 
atoms(Å) 
Terrace dimer bond 
length(Å) 
rebonded step 2.23 2.58/2.50 2.48/2.50 - 
Terr1(2×1) 1.85 2.58/2.58 2.48/2.49 2.37/2.41 
Terr2(2×1) 1.84 2.58/2.58 2.48/2.48 2.37/2.41 
Terr3(2×1) 1.82 2.58/2.59 2.48/2.49 2.40/2.42 
Terr4(2×1) 1.85 2.58/2.59 2.48/2.49 2.40/2.42 
 
Table 4.12  H2 adsorption energies on Si(1 1 11) surface with DA steps. The second 
column contains the change of the length of bonds, formed between step atoms and 
the upper terrace step edge atoms, with/without H2 adsorption on various surface sites. 







Adsorption sites Adsorption energy(eV) ΔEr(eV) 
Terrace dimer bond 
length(Å) 
rebonded step 1.61 0.62 - 
Terr1(2×1) 1.31 0.54 2.49/2.47 
Terr2(2×1) 1.32 0.52 2.49/2.46 
Terr3(2×1) 1.28 0.54 2.52/2.46 
Terr4(2×1) 1.30 0.55 2.53/2.47 
 
Table 4.13  H2 adsorption energies on mixed SiGe sites on SiGe(1 1 11) surface 
with DA step. ΔEr is the energy decrease due to one Ge replacement at the buckling 








Adsorption sites ΔEr_des(eV) ΔEr_ads(eV) 
rebonded step -0.19 -0.06 
Terr1(2×1) -0.04 0.01 
Terr2(2×1) -0.03 -0.01 
Terr3(2×1) -0.06 -0.01 
Terr4(2×1) -0.07 -0.01 
 
Table 4.14  Relative stability of Ge atoms at various positions on DA step surface 















5. Silane and Germane adsorption on Si1-xGex(100) 
surfaces: intradimer and interdimer pathways 
5.1 Literature review 
In chemical vapor deposition(CVD) and gas-source molecular beam 
epitaxial(GS-MBE) growth for SiGe thin films, several fundamental reaction 
processes are involved. First surface hydrogen desorbs to leave out dangling bonds 
and provide active sites. Then the growth precursors, SiH4 and GeH4, dissociated 
adsorb on the substrate by breaking Si-H/Ge-H bonds to form H and SiH3/GeH3 
species. The SiH3/GeH3 fragments subsequently further release H atoms and 
dissociate into SiH2/GeH2 and SiH/GeH to the neighboring sites. In the meantime all 
the Si/Ge hydride species as well as the hydrogen atoms on the surface can diffuse all 
over the surface. Finally the whole semiconductor surface becomes monohydride and 
a new surface layer is grown. These steps repeat and thin film epitaxial growth 
continues. Among these reaction processes hydrogen desorption and the precursor 
adsorption are particularly important since they are the rate determining steps in the 
low temperature and high temperature growth regimes, respectively.  
 
Base on the change of growth rate as a function of increasing Ge coverage, the 
silicon-germanium growth can be divided into two regions. [1] In the low 
temperature(<600°C) region the growth rate is found to increase with germanium 
coverage. For example, at 550 °C a monotonic growth rate increase with GeH4 flow 
rate was observed by Meyerson et al. in UHV-CVD experiments.[2] Similar result 
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was observed by Jang et al. [3] at 570 °C. It is well known that H2 desorption rate 
determines the overall growth rate when surface temperatures is low since the surface 
hydrogen block the deposition process. Surface germanium can remarkably reduce 
the hydrogen desorption barrier and thus the growth rate is expected to be enhanced 
with increasing Ge coverage. At high temperature, however, SiH4/GeH4 adsorption 
becomes the rate limited step in Si1-xGex alloy growth because surface hydrogen 
atoms are sufficiently removed and there are numerous dangling bonds available for 
precursor adsorption. In experiments, at temperature above 700°C the growth rate is 
found to decrease with surface Ge content indicating the adsorption probability is 
lowered with germanium presence on surface. [1, 3] This is interpreted by the 
increasing adsorption barrier caused by the newly grown germanium atoms on the 
surface. At intermediate temperature the growth mode is more complicated, the 
overall growth rate first increases and then decreases with continuous germanium 
content increasing. For instance, a maximum growth rate is obtained at temperature 
from 577 °C to 665 °C using UHV-CVD technique by Racanelli and Greve. [4] A 
detailed growth rate change with germanium content at various temperatures is shown 
in Ref. 5. 
 
In semiconductor industry SiGe fabrication is usually performed at low temperature 
region where high quality heterostructures can be obtained. However, the low 
temperature growth is suffered from the low efficiency due to the low growth rate. 
This can be solved by increasing the growth temperature. In addition to the higher 
growth speed at high temperature, study of the high temperature growth region can 
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provide useful kinetic information to understand the fundamental mechanism of SiGe 
epitaxial growth. In this chapter high temperature growth region will be investigated 
by studying the silane and germane adsorption processes using density function 
theory(DFT).  
 
Silane and germane are the mostly widely used precursors in heterostructure thin film 
growth. Molecular level understanding of SiH4 and GeH4 adsorption mechanism is 
required to control the SiGe epitaxial growth for producing nano-scale semiconductor 
devices. SiH4 dissociative adsorption on Si(100) surface has been extensively studied 
both experimentally and theoretically.[6-8, 24, 26] Using static secondary ion mass 
spectrometry(SSIMS) and temperature programmed desorption(TPD) Gate and 
co-workers[6] proposed that silane dissociates into SiH3 and H species to two 
neighboring sites on Si(100) surface with an apparent adsorption barriers of only 3.3 
kcal/mol(0.14 eV). Due to surface reconstruction there are three possible types of 
surface neighboring sites on the Si(100) surface. The two adsorbing sites can be on a 
single dimer(named intradimer or on-dimer adsorption). Alternatively, the two sites 
can be on two neighboring dimers either from the same dimer row(interdimer 
adsorption) or from different dimer rows separated by the trench(interrow adsorption).  
Theoretical study of silane adsorption has been reported by Kang and Musgrave [24] 
using cluster models and B3LYP method. With three dimer trench clusters and 
6-311++G(2df, 2pd) basis set, an adsorption barrier of 7.4 kcal/mol(0.32 eV) is 
obtained for the intradimer adsorption pathway. This adsorption barrier is lower than 
previous DFT calculation by Brown and Doren[7] using BLYP method and one dimer 
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clusters and is closer to experimental results. They also calculated the interrow path 
with a two-dimer-trench cluster and found the adsorption barrier is as large as 14.3 
kcal/mol(0.62 eV), which indicates the interrow adsorption path is no competitive 
compared to the intradimer path. In addition an earlier configuration interaction(CI) 
study by Jing and Whitten got a adsorption barrier of only 9 kcal/mol(0.39 eV). [8] 
 
Comparing to silane, germane dissociative adsorption is much less studied, though it 
is commonly believed that GeH4 should follow the similar adsorption mechanism as 
SiH4. The adsorption barrier of germane on silicon or germanium surface is still 
unknown experimentally. Similar to the SiH4 adsorption, Engstrom et al. [9] found 
that GeH4 adsorption on Si(100) surface had a barrier lower than on Ge(100) surface 
reflected by the decrease reaction probability with increasing Ge content at 
temperature over 650°C. Using infrared adsorption spectroscopy Hirose et al. [10] 
found that the decomposition of adsorbed SiH3 fragments is strongly suppressed 
when surface germanium composition is high. Theoretically Lin and Chou [11] 
investigated GeH4 adsorption onto Ge(001) surface using pseudopotential slab 
calculation with GGA for the exchange and correlation functional. They obtained the 
barriers to be 0.577 and 0.681 eV for intradimer and interrow pathway, respectively. 
Recently Cheng and coworkers [12] studied the SiH4/GeH4 adsorption on various 
Si/Ge surfaces using cluster calculations at B3LYP level but for intradimer pathway 




So far reported studies have only focused on two of the three possible adsorption 
pathways: intradimer and interrow paths. However, recent studies of H2 adsorption on 
Si(100) surface showed that both intradimer and interdimer pathways are operative 
[13-15], which shed light on the possibility of SiH4/GeH4 adsorption via the 
interdimer mechanism. Here we will study the dissociative adsorption of SiH4/GeH4 
on Si1-xGex(100)-(2×1) alloy surface through both intradimer and interdimer paths for 
the first time. We calculate the total energies of adsorption/desorption states for the 
reaction energies. We also locate the transition states of the intradimer and interdimer 
paths to obtain the activation barriers and thus to determine the relative importance of 
the two adsorption paths during epitaxial growth. Additionally we successfully 
identify the precursor states for adsorption via the intradimer paths, though the 
precursor states may only play a minor role on the whole adsorption process since the 
precursor wells are found to be shadow. 
 
5.2 Methods 
Our density function theory(DFT) calculations are performed by applying hybrid 
B3LYP functional with the non-local Becke three-parameter functional for the 
exchange functional and the Lee-Yang-Par functional for the correlation functional. 
Triple split valence basis set 6-311G** are used with polarization for both hydrogen 
and heavy atoms. All calculations are carried out with Gaussian03 program.   
 
Si1-xGex(100) surfaces are constructed by three dimer clusters for intradimer pathways 
and two(four) dimer clusters for interdimer pathways, respectively. The dangling 
bonds of the bottom and side substrate Si atoms are saturated by hydrogen to preserve 
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their tetrahedral hybridization like in the bulk. The three dimer clusters consist of 21 
Si(Ge) atoms and 18 H atoms, while two(four) dimer clusters consist of 16(28) Si(Ge) 
atoms and 18(28) H atoms. Both clusters contain four layer surface atoms. 
Constraints are applied in the geometry optimization to prevent the cluster models 
from collapse. The fourth and third layer atoms are allowed to relax only 
perpendicular to the surface. The second layer atoms are allowed to relax freely 
within the plane parallel to the surface. And the first layer Si(Ge) atoms and 
adsorbing molecule are fully relaxed without any constraint. 
 
5.3 Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Adsorption of SiH4/GeH4 through intradimer pathways 
5.3.1.1 Adsorption mechanism 
Reaction mechanism of the intradimer adsorption has already been described by 
Brown and Doren [7] for SiH4 on Si(100) surface and Cheng et al.[12] for GeH4 on 
Si-Ge dimer before. For the first time we obtain a precursor state before the transition 
state is reached. Here we will also use GeH4 dissociation into H and GeH3 on a 
Si-Ge* dimer to illustrate this dissociative adsorption process. The reaction diagram 
is shown in Fig. 1. It is well established that dimers on the (100) surface are buckled 
with Ge atoms at the buckling up positions in mixed dimers due to elastic releasing. 
On buckling dimers surface atoms are partially charged with the buckling up atoms 
electron rich and the buckling down atoms electron deficient. When a GeH4 molecule 
approaches the Si-Ge* dimer, the Ge-H bond of GeH4 is polarized with the centered 
Ge atom positively charged and the H atom negatively charged. The reaction begins 
with the H atom of GeH4 interacting with the electronphilic buckling down Si atom to 
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form a precursor state. In this state the Ge-H bond is slightly elongated by 4% and the 
H-Si distance is 1.83 Å indicating a bond is partially formed between the surface Si 
atom and the abstracting H atom. In the meantime, when GeH4 is trapped into the 
precursor state the Si-Ge dimer bond length is slightly increased to 2.47 Å and 
buckling angle is suppressed to 14.9° in comparison to 2.41 Å and 16.2° of the 
desorption state. Consequently the adsorbing Ge atom starts to approach and interact 
with the buckling up surface Ge atom to form a four-center transition state, 
simultaneously the Ge-H bond of germane is further broken and surface Si-H bond is 
further formed. When the transition state is reached the surface Si-Ge dimer shows a 
dimer length of 2.74 Å and the buckling angle of 12.7° indicating the dimer is 
partially broken. Finally GeH4 dissociates into GeH3 and H species which adsorb on 
the Si and Ge atoms respectively. In the adsorption state buckling of the adsorbed 
dimer disappears and the Si-Ge dimer bond reforms. During the whole adsorption 
process other Ge-H bonds of germane are almost unaffected.  
 
5.3.1.2 Adsorption barriers and reaction energies 
Reaction energies(Er) and activation barriers(Ea) for intradimer adsorption pathways 
are shown in Table 5.1.  First we compare the reaction probability of silane and 
germane adsorption on surfaces with various Ge contents. Our calculations show that 
the SiH4 adsorption barriers are monotonic increasing with increasing germanium 
coverage, that is, adsorption on pure Si dimer has the lowest barrier of 0.40 eV, 
followed by the adsorption on Si-Ge*(Ge atom up) dimer with a slightly higher 
barrier of 0.44 eV, and the adsorption on pure Ge dimer exhibits the highest barrier of 
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0.72 eV. Our results are consistent with the experimental data that silicon surface is 
much more reactive than the germanium surface under the same reaction conditions. 
[16] Concerning the GeH4 intradimer adsorption on various surface dimers, the 
calculated barriers show a different order. Although the adsorption on a Ge-Ge dimer 
still shows larger barrier than on Si-Si and Si-Ge* dimer, the adsorption barrier on a 
Si-Ge* dimer is slightly lower than on pure Si dimer by 0.04 eV. SiH4 and GeH4 
dissociative adsorption on SiGe dimers through the intradimer pathway has also been 
calculated by Cheng and co-workers [12] employing different cluster size and basis 
sets. They observed that the adsorption barriers decrease from a Si-Si dimer to a 
Si-Ge* dimer for both SiH4 and GeH4, but the difference is also rather small(with a 
maximum of 0.09 eV for GeH4 and 0.06 eV for SiH4). They used these barrier 
decreases to explain the initial increase of the growth rate as a function of Ge content 
in CVD and GSMBE. [1-5] However, as noted by the authors themselves, this barrier 
increase for mixed Si-Ge dimer is contrast to the experimental observation that at 
high temperature, where the precursor adsorption is the rate limited step, GeH4 
reaction probability is found to linearly decrease with Ge coverage. In addition both 
theoretical and experimental results showed that mixed SiGe dimers are actually 
favored with respect to the combination of pure Si dimers and pure Ge dimers. By 
realizing that the energy difference is very small and experimental data supports that 
the barrier should linearly increase with Ge contents in SiH4 adsorption, we speculate 
the slightly decreased barrier of Si-Ge* dimer might be due to calculation error. In 
view of this we redo our calculations using a higher basis set 6-311++G** as Cheng 
et al. did, but still a 0.04 eV higher barrier is obtained for Si-Ge* dimer with respect 
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to Si-Si dimer and the absolute value of the barrier is almost unchanged, indicative of 
the diffusive basis set is not the source of difference. We then speculate the difference 
may come from the cluster size effect since a two dimer cluster was used by Cheng 
and co-workers. By performing calculations with two-dimer clusters with basis set 
6-311G** we find that the adsorption barrier of Si-Ge* becomes lower than Si-Si by 
0.01 eV which is well in consistent with the 0.02 eV difference found by Cheng et al. 
Thus our conclusions here are (1) the adsorption barriers are sensitive to the cluster 
size and other calculation parameters; (2) the SiH4 and GeH4 adsorption on pure Si 
dimers and mixed Si-Ge* have indifferent barriers.  
 
Conclusion (2) is also analogical to the H2 intradimer adsorption on SiGe surface 
[17,18] where the adsorption barrier is found to be determined only by the buckling 
down atom. On the other hand, desorption barrier is determined by the buckling up 
atom but irrelevant to the buckling down atom. In H2 intradimer 
adsorption/desorption pathway this phenomenon is interpreted as in the transition 
state structures both hydrogen atoms of the adsorbing molecule stay on the buckling 
down atom, and they have no interaction with the buckling up atom since the 
Si-H/Ge-H distance is far beyond the normal bond length in hydride. This is also 
reflected by the unaffected bond length of surface dimers [17,18] However, with SiH4 
and GeH4 as the adsorbing molecules the situation is found to be different. For one 
thing, Si(Ge)-Si(Ge) bonds can be formed for a much larger distance than H-Si(Ge) 
bonds; for the other, we find that at the transition states of SiH4/GeH4 adsorption the 
surface dimer bonds are obviously elongated. For example, for germane adsorption 
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the dimers are stretched by 4.3%, 13.7% and 11.7% for Si-Si, Si-Ge* and Ge-Ge, 
respectively. Thus we here attribute the indifference of the adsorption barriers on 
Si-Si and Si-Ge* dimers to the cancellation of the energy increase to partially break 
the dimer bonds and the energy decrease to form a partial Si-Ge/Ge-Ge bond between 
the center atom of the precursor and buckling up dimer atom. The interactions and the 
dimer bond breaking at the TS can be observed by compare the contour plots of the 
highest occupied molecular orbitals(HOMO) of desorption and transition states(Fig. 2 
and Fig. 3). Though the interaction and dimer breaking is not that obvious for SiH4 on 
Si-Si dimer(Fig. 2), it is strong for GeH4 on Si-Ge* dimer(Fig. 3). In contrast, Brown 
and Doren [7] stated that there is little interaction between SiH4 and the buckled-up 
atom of the Si-Si dimer since they believed that the distance of the two Si atoms are 
too great to form a bond and the HOMO of the buckle-up atom in transition state 
looks like that on the clean surface. However, as we will show later, this fail to 
explain the monotonic increasing barrier with increasing Ge contents in interdimer 
pathway in which even a longer distance between incident molecule and surface 
atoms are found in TS. In addition, the geometry of their transition state also showed 
a 7% elongation of the Si-Si dimer bonds within TZ94P method. 
 
Given the adsorption barriers in Table 5.1 we can also compare the dissociative 
reactivity of SiH4 and GeH4 on the same dimer. DFT cluster results here show that 
with germanium presenting on the surface reactivity of GeH4 is still higher than SiH4 
on the corresponding dimer. From desorption states to the transition states the most 
significant geometry modification which induces the energy barriers is the breaking 
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of H-Si or H-Ge bond. Breaking the H-Si bond of SiH4 cost more energy than 
breaking the H-Ge bond of GeH4 by 0.34 eV in experiment [22] and 0.28 eV in 
calculation with G3B3 method [23]. Thus it is not unexpected that SiH4 dissociation 
exhibits a larger barrier than GeH4 when adsorption happens on the same surface. Our 
calculated barriers are generally in agreement with Cheng et al.’s results with the 
absolute values of the barriers slightly lower. From the argument above, we attribute 
the difference from the different cluster size and we believe that our three dimer 
cluster modeling should be more reliable.  
 
Another interesting finding in this work is the precursor state for the intradimer 
adsorption path. The precursor wells obtained in our calculations range from -0.05 to 
-0.14 eV with SiH4 on Si-Si the most shadow and GeH4 on mixed Si-Ge* dimer the 
deepest. Detained results are shown in Table 5.1. A relative deeper precursor well of 
0.21 eV for SiH4 on Si-Si dimer is obtained in the pseudopotential slab calculation. 
[25] 
 
With regards to the reaction energies(Er), we find that adsorption on germanium sites 
is less exothermic than on silicon sites. For instance, SiH4 adsorption on Si-Si dimer 
is found to be the most thermodynamically favored, the next is on Si-Ge* dimer and 
the least favored is on Ge-Ge dimer. Through reaction 
equation iSHSiSiHSiSiSiH −+−=−+ 34 , where underlines indicate the surface 
atoms, we see that the reaction of SiH4 adsorption on a Si-Si dimer involves the 
cleavage of a Si-H bond of SiH4 and the formation a Si-H bond and a SiH3-Si bond 
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on the surface. If the surface contains Ge atoms, Ge-H or SiH3-Ge bonds will be 
formed. Since Ge-H bond is less stable than Si-H bond and Si-Ge bond is less stable 
than Si-Si bonds [22, 23], it is not surprised to find that the reaction energies decrease 
with increasing Ge atoms on the adsorbing surface dimer linearly. The trend is also 
kept for GeH4 dissociative adsorption with reaction energies of 2.55, 1.99, 1.69 eV 
for Si-Si, Si-Ge* and Ge-Ge dimers, respectively. When comparing the adsorption 
happening on the same dimer but with different precursors SiH4 or GeH4, we find 
GeH4 adsorption is more exothermic than SiH4 by ~0.13 eV. This can also be 
interpreted by the lower binding energy of Ge-H than Si-H bonds. [22, 23] The 
reaction energies obtained in our three dimer cluster calculations are in good 
agreement with Cheng et al.’s two dimer cluster calculation [12], indicative of the 
neglectable cluster effect on reaction energies. 
 
5.3.2 Adsorption of SiH4/GeH4 through interdimer pathways 
5.3.2.1 Adsorption mechanism 
Interdimer adsorption pathway refers to SiH4/GeH4 dissociative adsorption on two 
adjacent dimers belonging to the same dimer row. We use GeH4 adsorption on the 
two sites of two neighboring mixed Si-Ge* dimers to illustrate this adsorption 
path.(Fig. 5.2) Before adsorption the SiGe surface is comprised of two buckled 
Si-Ge* dimers with both Ge atoms at the buckling up positions. Contrary to the 
intradimer path the GeH4 molecule gets close the (100) surface with the dissociating 
Ge-H bond parallel to the dimer row. For the same reason in the intradimer 
adsorption mechanism, the reaction starts with one of the four hydrogen atoms of 
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germane approaching to the electronphilic buckling down Si atom of one dimer. 
Simultaneously, the Ge atom of germane interacts with the nucleophilic buckling up 
Ge of the other dimer. Thus the transition state is formed. In the transition state H 
atom of GeH4 sits in between the Ge atom of GeH4 and surface buckling down Si 
atom with distances of 1.80Å and 1.71Å, respectively. Compared to the normal Ge-H 
bond length in gas GeH4 molecule the Ge-H bond in TS is largely elongated by 17% 
indicating it has already been partially broken. At the same time the Si-H bond is 
partially formed. Since the dangling bonds of the neighboring Si-Ge* dimers are 
already partially saturated by the GeH4 adsorption the dimer buckling in transition 
state is largely suppressed to a buckling angle of 3.2° only.  In comparison to the 
four-center transition state in intradimer path, the transition state of interdimer path 
involves five members due to the large distance between two dimers, i.e. besides the 
Ge and H atoms of the adsorbing molecule and two neighboring sites(one Si and one 
Ge here) from two adjacent dimers, a second layer Si atom is also involved. Finally 
the Ge-H bond is fully broken with GeH3 and H species adsorbing on the Si and Ge 
sites of the two neighboring dimers and the adsorption state is achieved.  We have 
not found any precursor state before the transition state forms although other DFT 
pseudopotential slab calculations suggest that. [25]   
 
5.3.2.2 Adsorption barriers and reaction energies 
Calculated reaction energies(Er) and activation barriers(Ea) for interdimer adsorption 
pathways are shown in Table 5.2. It is known that on clean Si(100) surface π bonds 
are form between the two atoms of buckling dimers. When gas molecules or their 
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fragment are adsorbed, the π bond of the dimer will be broken. For intradimer 
adsorption, one π bond will be broken since adsorption happens on a single dimer. 
While for interdimer adsorption, two π bonds will be broken and both dimers will 
change from buckling to flat. Thus we predict the adsorption of SiH4/GeH4 through 
interdimer path will have lower reaction energies than through the intradimer path on 
the same adsorption sites. This is confirmed in our calculation that the interdimer 
reaction energies are 0.05-0.13 eV lower than the corresponding intradimer reaction 
energies. Base on the same argument we expect that there is a preferred energy for H 
and SiH3(GeH3) species to stay on the intradimer configuration over the interdimer 
configuration like the pairing energy in H2 adsorption. Using two dimer width 
clusters we obtain the energy preference is 0.14 eV for H and SiH3 on pure silicon 
surface. Similar to the intradimer adsorption pathways we find that the reaction 
energies decrease by ~0.3 eV with every increase Ge atom on the adsorbing sites. The 
trends are kept for both silane and germane. Also the adsorption of silane is more 
exothermic than that of germane due to the stronger Si-H bonds. 
 
We then compare the activation barriers. Unlike the intradimer adsorption paths, we 
find that adsorption barriers for both SiH4 and GeH4 monotonically decrease with 
increasing surface germanium coverage for the adsites in interdimer paths. For 
instance, for GeH4 as the incident molecule the adsorption barriers increase by 0.14 
eV and 0.25 eV with one or two adsorbing sites are changed to Ge atoms. The 
barriers increase with the buckling up Si atom switch to Ge is attributed to the weak 
Ge-Ge interaction with respect to the Si-Ge in the transition states. Whereas the 
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partial bonds are formed between adsorbing molecules and the buckling up atoms of 
the surface dimers, there are no dimer bonds broken in the transition states since the 
two sites locating at different dimers are already largely separated before adsorption. 
Thus the barriers are found to increase. In comparison to the transition states of 
intradimer paths, we notice that the distance of the center Si(Ge) atom of the 
adsorbing molecule and surface atoms is even longer in the corresponding interdimer 
transition states. Thus the similar barrier of SiH4(GeH4) intradimer adsorption on 
Si-Si and Si-Ge* must be due to the energy cancellation in their TS but not due to 
little interaction confirming our statement in the previous paragraph.  
 
We have also explored the cluster size effect on interdimer adsorption energies and 
barriers by recalculating the energies using 4-dimer cluster models. The energies are 
also summarized in Table 5.2. The reaction energies are found to decrease while all 
the adsorption barriers increase for both SiH4 and GeH4 as precursors. In particular, 
SiH4/GeH4 adsorption barriers on pure silicon dimers are 0.75 and 0.77 eV 
respectively, both of which increase by 0.18 eV. While the reaction energies are 
reduced to 2.05 and 2.01 eV, respectively, which are both 0.19 eV lower than the 
2-dimer cluster results. For adsorption on mixed Si-Ge or pure Ge dimers, the 
increase is more significant. For example, adsorption barrier of GeH4 are increased by 
0.24 eV for both mixed Si-Ge and pure Ge dimers. The 3D HOMO plots of 
adsorption, desorption and transition states of the 4-dimer cluster substrates show that 




Last but not the least we compare the adsorption barriers of interdimer and intradimer 
pathways. Our DFT cluster results show that the interdimer paths have a much large 
barrier than the corresponding intradimer path. For instance, SiH4 dissociative 
adsorption on a Si-Si dimer has a barrier of 0.40 eV through intradimer path and the 
barrier is 0.75 eV if adsorption is on two neighboring Si sites through interdimer path. 
The much higher activation barrier of interdimer path with respect to the intradimer 
path implies that the interdimer path will only play a minor role in SiH4/GeH4 
dissociative adsorption process at low temperature. However, different relative 
adsorption barriers between intradimer and interdimer pathways are obtained in slab 
calculations. Using psedusopotential and periodic supercell Shi and co-workers [25] 
found that silane adsorption on pure Si(100)-(2×1) surface exhibits similar activation 
barrier via intradimer and interdimer path with the interdimer barrier even 0.01 eV 
lower than the intradimer.  The inconsistency that different DFT methods give 
different relative barriers between interdimer and intradimer path has also been 
reported for hydrogen molecule adsorption process. In psedusopotential slab 
calculations the interdimer adsorption barriers are found to be much lower than the 
intradimer adsorptions [15, 19], whereas in cluster calculation the interdimer 
adsorption barrier is a bit higher than the corresponding intradimer path. [17, 18] 
Thus we can not simply rule out the possible contribution of SiH4/GeH4 adsorption 
through interdimer pathways. We suggest that more extensive calculations through 
different DFT methods with various surface modeling, e.g. interdimer GeH4 
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5.3.3 Link to the SiH4/GeH4 adsorption experiments 
Similar to previous calculations our DFT barriers for both intradimer and interdimer 
paths are also apparently much higher than the barrier measured by experiments 0-4 
kcal/mol(0-0.17 eV) for silane on Si(100) surface. [20,21]. This has been explained 
by the internal energy of silane and the unbalanced surface/gas temperature by Brown 
and Doren.[7] On the other hand the high adsorption barriers obtained here are in 
consistent with the very small sticking probability 10-5 at 400 °C. [6] Moreover, 
Engstrom et al. observed a strong increase in sticking probability with substrate 
temperature implying a relative larger adsorption barrier may exist. [16]  
 
With Ge present on the surface, our results show that the adsorption barrier of SiH4 is 
monotonically increased with germanium concentration for both intra and inter dimer 
adsorption. This agrees with experimental observation in CVD and MBE that at high 
temperature the growth rate decrease with increasing germanium coverage since at 
that temperature region SiH4 adsorption is the rate control step. [3, 5]  
 
Using supersonic molecular beam epitaxy(SMBE) techniques Engstrom et al. [16] 
monitored the gas molecules adsorption by measuring the decrease in the partial 
pressure of the reactant. They reported that the reactivity of the GeH4 on Si surfaces is 
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significantly higher than that observed on Ge surface at 700 °C. Our calculated results 
confirm this by showing that Ge on a Si-Si dimer is 0.16 eV lower than on Ge-Ge 
adimer through intradimer pathway, and a even large barrier difference is obtain for 
interdimer pathways, i.e. 0.25/0.31 eV for two/four dimer cluster respectively. All 
these calculation results agree with experimental observations. 
 
Engstrom et al. [16] also found that GeH4 exhibits higher reactivity than SiH4 with a 
factor of 2 on Si(100) surface at 700°C. Our intradimer/interdimer results support this 
phenomenon with an adsorption barrier of GeH4 0.07/0.16 eV lower than SiH4 on a 
Si-Si dimer. This corresponds to a reaction rate difference of a factor of 2.3/6.7 at 
700°C with GeH4 more reactive than SiH4. The relative reactive factor obtained from 
intradimer barriers is quantitatively well in agreement with experimental results, 




DFT cluster calculations are performed to study the reaction mechanisms of silane 
and germane adsorption on Si1-xGex(100) surface. First, for the first time a precursor 
state is found in most intradimer pathways. In addition contour plots of the HOMOs 
of the transition state indicate that interactions between centered atoms of the 
adsorbing molecules and the buckle-up surface atoms exist especially when Ge is 
involved in the reaction. With the calculated barriers for both intradimer and 
interdimer pathways the adsorption reactivities of SiH4/GeH4 on the same surfaces 
and surfaces with various Ge contents are compared. Our results give consistent 
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trends with experimental observation. Finally, similar to H2 desorption study in the 
first chapter we find that slab and cluster calculation give inconsistent adsorption 
barrier difference between interdimer and intradimer pathways. Further investigation 
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SiH4 Eads(eV) Er(eV) Epre(eV) 
Si-Si 0.40 -2.13 -0.05 
Si-Ge* 0.44 -1.86 -0.10 
Ge-Ge 0.72 -1.55 N/A 
Si-Si(6-311++g**) 0.39 -2.11 - 
Si-Ge*(6-311++g**) 0.43 -1.85 - 
 
GeH4 Eads(eV) Er(eV) Epre(eV) 
Si-Si 0.33 -2.25 -0.09 
Si-Ge* 0.29 -1.99 -0.14 
Ge-Ge 0.49 -1.69 -0.11 





Table 5.1  Reaction energies(Er) and adsorption barriers(Eads) for SiH4 and GeH4 
dissociative adsorption on various clean SiGe dimers through intradimer pathways. 
The results are obtained using three dimer cluster and 6-311g** as the basis set unless 



























2 dimer 4 dimer SiH4 Eads(eV) Er(eV) Eads(eV) Er(eV) 
Si-Si 
Si-Si 0.75 2.05 0.93 1.86 
Si-Ge* 
Ge*-Si 0.88 1.73 1.12 1.45 
Ge-Ge 
Ge-Ge 0.96 1.43 1.21 1.14 
2 dimer 4 dimer GeH4 
Eads(eV) Er(eV) Eads(eV) Er(eV) 
Si-Si 
Si-Si 0.59 2.20 0.77 2.01 
Si-Ge* 
Ge*-Si 0.73 1.89 0.97 1.61 
Ge-Ge 





Table 5.2  Reaction energies(Er) and adsorption barriers(Eads) for SiH4 and GeH4 
dissociative adsorption on various clean SiGe dimers through interdimer pathways, 
where the underline atoms indicating the adsorption sites All results are obtained 
using two dimer cluster and 6-311g** as the basis set. Asterisk besides the dimers 



























Figure 5.1  Reaction diagram of GeH4 adsorption on mixed the Si-Ge* dimer 








































Figure 5.2  Contour plots of the HOMOs of desorption state(a) and transition 
state(b). The cutplane contain the middle Si-Si dimer and is perpendicular to the 
surface. The dark lines indicate positive contour values and gray lines indicate 













































Figure 5.3  Contour plots of the HOMOs of desorption state(a) and transition 
state(b). The cutplane contain the middle Si-Si dimer and is perpendicular to the 
surface. The dark lines indicate positive contour values and gray lines indicate 
negative contour values. The black atoms present Si atoms, the gray ones are H atoms 












Figure 5.4  Reaction diagram of GeH4 adsorption on two neighboring mixed Si-Ge* 
















Figure 5.5  Plot of HOMOs to illustrate the change transfer for GeH4 interdimer 
adsorption on mixing Si-Ge dimers with neighboring clean Si-Si dimers: (a) 
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